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Rose, Jeffrey question amount of data used

Admission plan, not methods,
supported by superintendents

LONG-TIME TOBACCO FARMER — 77-year-old OIL Jones(lO),WA Basel,placed his dark *cured
narrow leaf modole tobacco crop on Growers' Floor for auction this morning. Ansa said,"I
been "awing
tobacco ever since I was big enough to pull a sucker. With Jones,examining his 1,100 pounds of tobacco
la Ted
Howard, Calloway County extension agent. Air cured tobacco sales will be in Murray today and
Mayfield Friday.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Finance committee recommends
transfer offunds from foundation
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Attempting to dispel suspicions
about the Murray State University
Foundation's financial &gifts
with ICU, the regents' Finance
Committee Wednesday recommended transferring about $1
million in grants and contracts
from the foundation to the university.
State and federal grants
restricted to certain uses should
be administered by the university,
not the foundation, the committee
unanimously voted.
The action, subject to full board
of regents' approval Saturday,
follows soon after a state investigation of university foundations and is consistent with the investigators' recommendations.
The latter call for affiliated corporations such as the foundation
to prepare biennial budgets of
their public funds for approval by
the state legislature and finance
department.
Included under the definition of
"public funds" are the grants the
finance committee recommends
be transferred to the university's
purview. Revenues from the
foundation-owned University
Store(the school's bookstore), being used as a funding source for
the new Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course, are also
considered public funds and its
use would require state approval

sunny, cold
Today becoming mostly sunny but cold. Highs near 40 with
north winds 10 to 15 miles an
hour. Tonight mostly clear and
cold. Lows in the mid to upper
20s. Light and variable winds.
Friday increasing cloudiness
breezy and warmer. Highs in
the low 50s with south winds 10
to 20 miles an hour.
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The &way Lodger L Moss
by 530 p m Monday-Friday or
by 3.30 p m Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1 916 between 5:30
awl 6 p.m., Mee* ties* Fri*,Sr 3:30 p.n. sad 4 p.n. Warders.

if the investigation's recommen- recommendation was
partly in
dations are put into law.
response to the state investigaFinance Committee Chairman tion, Harreld said it
was his perMichael Harreld of Louisville urg- sonal response. There
has been "a
ed the grants transfer because tradition of sloppines
s" In the
suspicions about whether such relationship between state
univerfunds have been properly used iaies and foundatio
ns, he said.
have "clouded unnecessarily the
Regarding use of funds from the
relationship between the universi- University Store, Harreld
said the
ty and the foundation," Harreld regents need to know
"what are
said. "It's created an aura of our responsibilities to see
to that
mystery that's just not justified.
wisdom of that expenditure or be
"Damage has been done to this accountable for it."
university by the enigma of the
MSU President Constantine
foundation and what goes on in the Curris, who is also president
of the
foundation," Harreld told com- foundation, said the
foundation's
mittee members. "If this would board of trustees has already
said
tend to remove the appearance of it will administer grants
only as
(improper) machinations that long as the university so
wishes.
might go on, that would be
"If you want to put them in the
helpful."
university system,that will create
Harreld said he does not know of absolutely no problem
for the
any actual improprieties in the foundation," Curris said.
use of MSU Foundation grants.
A state finance department
There has been controversy in the legal opinion two years
ago inpast about the use of such funds, dicated "nothing illegal"
about
though no evidence of impropriety universities using foundatio
ns to
has been formally presented.
administer grants, Curris said.
The committee's action was in Under provisions of recent
legislakeeping with recommendations of tion MSU. Foundation
Executive
the university's auditors, who had Director Thomas Hoganca
mp is
"lots of questions" about the providing to the regents
quarterly
assigning of grants and contracts, financial reports of
grants and
and regents' accountability for contributions, he said.
foundation actions, Harreld said.
Though some grants and con
Asked whether the committee's
(Continued On Page 2)

Community Theatre presents
final'Memory'performances
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will present
the final performances of "A
Christmas Memory" tonight
through Saturday at the
Playhouse in the Park, beginning
at8 p.m. each evening.
The program features poems
and stories about a family-style
Christmas, carols, and a chamber
theatre rendition of Truman
Capote's "A Christmas Memory."
beal music groups have provided
the songs and area media personalities have been featured
reading the famous New York Sun
editorial, "Yes, Virginia, There is
a Santa Claus."
Professional actress Kathryn
Ballard directs the production and
Robert Valentine acts as the evening's host.
"In a way, this is a demonstration of how a family Christmas
can be celebrated in the home
without relying on the TV
schedule," said Valentine.
"Children recite seasonal poems,
kids and adults perform stories or
just gather folks around and
remember aloud another
Christmas. It's not so hard that we
all couldn't do it this year — as a
reminder of the importance of
people in the celebration of
Christmas."
Ms. Ballard is grateful for the

support that the theatre has
received from local churches who
have sent choirs to help in the project. The Memorial Baptist choir,
the First Presbyterian choir, and
the "Missing Links" of the Front
Porch Swing have provided the
music and many have stayed after
the show for an impromptu carolling session.
This evening will feature the
Madrigal Singers from Murray
State University. Jamie Doerge.
editor-in-chief of the Murray State
News, will read the famous New
York Sun editorial.
Tickets for all performances are
still available, but reservations
are being recommended. Further
information can be obtained by
calling the Community Theatre's
Ticketline at 759-1752.

HEY, WHAT'S THE BIG
HURRY? WE STILL
HAVE 16 SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT!
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From Staff, AP Reports
High schoolsselors would be expected to satiety miniessai course
requirements in order to gain
automatic admission to a state
university, according to a plan
adopted by a committee of the
Council on Higher Education.
The plan, slightly changed from
a draft prepared by the council's
staff, was approved Wednesday
by the council's programs committee during a meeting at Northern Kentucky University at
Highland Heights.
Roy Peterson, the council's
deputy director for academic affairs, said that the proposal probably would be put before the full
council fora vote on Jan.13.
Peterson said the plan specifies
completion of the following
courses:
• English I,II, III and IV.
• Algebra I and geometry I
and one elective math course.
(The original plan contained a requirement of algebra II.)
• Biology I, chemistry I or
physics I and an elective science
course; The original proposal required biology and either
chemistry or physics. I
• And, in the social studies
area, the courses are world
civilization and U.S. history.
Further, Peterson said, the proposal encourages college-bound
students to take additional elective courses in the areas of
mathematics, science, foreign
language, arts and computer
literacy.
Both local superintendents -

Jack Row of Calloway County and
Robert Min Jeffrey of Murray -support the upgrading of
muumum standards but expressed concern' over how the recommendation was formulated.
Questioning tlw amount of data
gathered by the committee. the
Calloway superintendent said the
recommendation was "speculation" based on "rocking chair
fireside chats" of the group He
suggested that the most successful students in various colleges, along with poorer students,
be evaluated on their college
preparatory courses in high
school. Those should be determining factors for minimal standards,
he added.
Rose said although the COUTSes
recommended were good, it
comes from the council — "an extra layer of bureaucracy." He felt
admission standards should be set
by the higher education institutions and the Mate board of education.
Jeffrey agreed that
the
research is not valid." He felt
courses named in the recommendation are excellent courses but
they may not be priority requirements in certain fields of college study
The Murray superintendent suggested that curriculum of Ismaili
middle and large districts be examined.
Jeffrey and Rose said that both
high schools offer the necessary
courses should the recommendation pass.
Rose added he felt strongly

about stsidenta taking classes In
computer literacy. foreign
linguists and t/w arts
"Computers are becoming an
essential part for living in the
future,'
' he added Regarding
foreign languages. t/wy "are not
critical but have traditionally
been reviewed as courses to "ler
cot the mind"
Wayne Belt. president of the
Faculty Senate at Murray State
University, said the faculty supports higher admission standards
He declined further comment pending discussion of tlw topic in the
January senate meeting
The recommendation states
that individual universities in the
Mate system may accept other
indications of competency, including ACT or SAT test results."
In place of successful completion
of the revised curriculum standards. Peterson said
More than 700 people offered
comments on the original report
in public hearings and other
meetings around the state. Peterson said
The specified curriculum is based on the idea that earning a high
school diploma does not mean a
person is sufficiently prepared for
college Until recently. earning a
diploma was the only requirement
demanded of Kentuckians for adannum to state universities
The committee wants the state's
university presidents to review
the plan, and it said the presidents
could propose changes to the council's staff. However, the commit(Continued On Pass 1)

Protestor killed in monumentsiege
By STEVE KOMAROW
and
MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
nuclear weapons protester who
held the Washington Monument
hostage for 10 hours died with a
police bullet in his head at the
wheel of a van as empty as his
threat to blast the monument to
rubble.
Norman D. Mayer was killed
Wednesday night after holding
police at bay with threats to
detonate the explosives 119 said
were packed in the van at the base
of the obelisk. There were none.
The monument, where nine people were trapped for several hours
during the siege, remained closed
today. Workers cleared the remnants of tear gas fired by police to
flush out what they thought was a
second person involved in the incident. No one was found.

Elsewhere, the capital returned
to normal. Thousands of federal
workers evacuated during the
siege were at work; traffic and the
city's subway flowed normally.
Mayer, a White House protester
whom no one had much noticed,
had been obsessed by a conviction
that mankind is drifting toward
nuclear extinction. He died in a
final gesture for, as he had put it
earlier, "a national dialogue on
the nuclear weapons question."
The city's medical examiner's
office conducted an autopsy on the
66-year-old man, but police did not
Immediately release the results.
The Miami Beach handyman,
still dressed in a blue jumpsuit,
was shot in the head in a barrage
of police gunfire after he started
driving his van from the monument. He got only a few yards.
"If the truck, had become
mobile, we would have had a moving time bomb in the city of

State income tax revision
prime objective ofsession
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Revision of the state income tax
structure remained Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s prime objective as he
ordered the papers drawn up for
the Jan.10 call for a special session.
After meeting with six
Democratic legislative leaders
Wednesday, Brown held an impromptu news conference and
said, "I would be greatly surprised if it didn't pass."
The governor said the proposal

"makes so much sense" that he
has not bothered to take a poll of
General Assembly sentiment
Brown directed his legal staff
Wednesday to draw up the official
call, which includes only the flat
tax.
He said more subjects can be
added in the meantime, but that
he would do so — either before or
during the session — only if the
tax plan is in good shape in the
legislature.

Washington." said Chief Lynn
Herring of the U.S. Park Police,
explaining the decision to open
fire. The White House was six
blocks away.
Mayer, wounded, took down a
flagpole. The van flipped onto its
side. When police got to him.
Mayer was still alive, still warning that the vehicle was loaded
with TNT. Police handcuffed him
to his steering wheel, minutes
later he was dead.

Racers
not to play
Saturday
Murray State's Racer
basketball team will not play
Southern Mississippi on Saturday.
According to several unofficial schedules, the Racers
were scheduled to host
Southern Mississippi.
However, according to the
MSU sports information
department, the game was not
officially scheduled and will not
be played.
The Racers have an idle
weekend to prepare for their
Ohio Valley Conference opener
Friday, Dec. 17, when they
travel to Eastern Kentucky
Saturday. Dec. 16, the Racers
continue their trip through
Death Valley when they play at
Morehead State

School districts should. publish budgets
From Staff, AP Fteporti
Local school districts should
continue publishing their budgets
in newspapers, according to the
attorney general's office.
The question had been raised by
E.L. Howe Jr., a certified public
accountant in Murray. on behalf
of the Murray Independent and
Calloway County school systems.
He said a recent change in the
law seemed to repeal the requirement by implication.
The change allows a school
board to bypass filing the budget
with the clerk of a tax ley:fling
district — but the revised statute
also had included the newspaper
requirement.
Local superintendents Robert

Gan Jeffrey of Murray Independent School System and Jack Rose
the Calloway County School
SMsn both said their districts
don't ritiblie_s_ budget and haven't
for several years.
Both agreed budgets are
generally speculation and don't
reveal the school systems' true
financial picture as do end-of-theyear financial statements which
are published by both systems.
Jeffrey added some districts
have a difficult time formulating
budgets since some county tax
rates are established in January
of each year.
Howe was advised Wednesday
by Assistant Deputy Attorney
General Robert Chenoweth:

"We must conclude that at least
part of (the statute) has been unpliedly repealed. but we are also
of the opinion the principal requirement. the publishing of the
school budget in a newspaper, is
still capable of being and should
be followed.
"..The repeal of statutes by unplacation is not favored and will be
avoided whenever possible "
Chenoweth also noted that a
penalty provision in the revised
statute remains.
He also commented that the
statute never said when the
budget should be published, and
advised that it should be done once
the school board has approved the
dociunerst
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Foundation...

(Continued From Page 1)

tracts have been adrninstered by
the university, board policy has
been to deposit grants with the
foundation because "the foundation does a better job of administering those grants.. than
our regular university people do,"
Curris said.
The president said he has no
problem" with the proposed
transfer, but added,"I want to see
in operation an effective accounting system when that happens."
Treasurer Jim Hall said that
with its new accounting system
the university should be able to
handle the increased load of about

Admissions...

•

(Continued From Page 1)
tee wants to review the plan, if it is
changed, before the issue is placed before the full council.
The plan would not take effect
until 1987, the year that next fall's
high school freshman would enter
college. The freshmen would have
to begin taking the specified
courses next fall to complete them
on time for a normal graduation.
Harry Snyder, the council's executive director, had said Monday
that changes between the original
plan and the modified proposal
were directly linked to testimony
at the public forums.
"We had felt that the majority
of people who had legitimate and
constructive criticism, both from
the college campuses as well as
public schools, seemed to focus
primarily on the unusually
restrictive math and science proposals," Snyder said.
"We felt we could accomplish
the same result by giving the
students some modicum of fiexibility by still requiring the same
number of units, but not specifying all of the courses they must
take," he said.

$1 million in grants and contracts.
The committee's reconunendation calls for the grants transfer to
be effected during the 1963 calendar year, and Hall said he hopes to
have it completed by the new
budget in July.
However, he asked for and
received committee approval for
another accountant on staff, and a
contract with the auditors not to
exceed $10,000 for temporary
assistance. The audit recommended more accounting staff and an
internal auditor.
Hall said he recommended the
funds transfer to the audit committee last year but the committee held off on any action. Budget
Director Don Chamberlain sent a
memo to Curris last year also urg-

ing the grants transfer.
Curris and other university
presidents will be invited to react
Jan. 4 to recommendations made
to the state's Legislative
Research Committee, from its
program review and investigation
subcommittee. Those recommendations were presented Nov. 29.
Tanya Gritz, legislative analyst
for the subcommittee, said the
finance committee's recommendations "would be consistent"
with her committee's proposals.
Gritz said the subcommittee "felt
there should be some oversight"
over use of public funds such as
grants and student fees.
Funds from the MSU bookstore
would be considered public under
the subcommittee recommends-

tions, according to Gritz. While
there is "nothing inherently
wrong" with a building a university golf course, funding for it
"should be reviewed beforehand
so everybody agrees that is an appropriate use of those funds," she
said.
In other action, the finance committee recommended the seeking
of bids for university banking services. Bids should be open to all
Kentucky banks, even though a
local bank would probably be'
chosen for the sake of convenience, committee members
agreed. The committee should
ratify the recommendation of
university staff, Harreld said.

MHS to become
antique gallery

PLANNING EVENT — Members of the Student Counci
lfor Exceptional Children and Murray-Calloway County Compr
ehensive Care
Center assist Prentice Dunn, Murray Civitan Club
president, with
advance planning for a Walk-or-Run-a-thon at Stewart
Stadium Oct.
15, 1983. The event will benefit the comprehensive care
center. "We
feel that this kind of activity will give many of our people
in
munity an opportunity to support this local service who the comcould not
enter a highly-competitive and strenuous race," Dunn said.
Assisting
Dunn are Kim Willie (left), president of SCEC, Michel
le Shoaff and
Tracey Carr.

EVERY TIRE LISTED

ON SALE

Step Up To Goodyear And
Cash In On The Savings!

Once again for one weekend the
Murray High School commons
area and cafeteria will be
transformed into an antique
gallery.
The third annual show and sale
will be Saturday from 11 a.m. to 8
p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
at the school,501 Doran Rd.
Some 25 or 30 dealers from
Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee and Southern Illinois will
display a wide variety of antique
items including furniture, fine
glassware, brass, silver, china,
jewelry, depression glassware,
primitives and other general antiques.
The Murray Band Boosters
again will sponsor the show and
will be operating the concession
stand with fresh barbecue sandwiches, hot dogs, popcorn, coffee,
soft drinks,candy,etc.
All profits from the $1 admission
fee and the concessions will be used to support the Murray Band
Program.
A doorprize will be awarded
Sunday afternoon and the winner
will not have to be present to win.
"Persons are urged to visit with
and view the merchandise of some
of the dealers back from the
previous two years as well as offerings by some new dealers participating for the first time," a
band booster said.
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Waylon native Stumbo
campaigns in Murray
Waylon native Grady Stumbo
said today during his visit in Murray, "I can identify with the
average, working men, the now
difficult economic times and I
won't shut my eyes or close my
heart to the peoples' problems.
Stumbo, who is driving himself
throughout the state campaigning
for governor,said he had very litle
paid staff. He is depending on personal contact and visibility the
months prior to the May primary
as his approach to the voters
rather than a heavy media campaign.
"My whole life has been a long
shot. I was the first in my family
to attend college and I became a
doctor. Because of my hard work,
ability and communication skill,
the opportunity to seek the position of governor has come my
way. I see serious problems in
Kentucky government for the next
governor and my concern will be
to deal with the difficulties."
Stumbo indicates that he will deal
with the day-to-day issues while
caring for the average person.
Stumbo said, "The people in
Frankfort don't pay attention to

this part of the state, but I will."
He said, by his experience gained
as serving as a board of regents
member of Eastern Kentucky
University, that he would be able
to ease tension between schools
and between the government and
schools. "I do not think all emphasis should be placed on the
University of Kentucky, but great
emphasis on regional schools,
such as Murray State, who are
training the basic educators.
There is a need for pride in our
schools that goes beyond sports.
We shouldn't neglect the need for
academic excellence."
Serving for eight months as
secretary of human resources,
Stumbo said that he would like to
turn the government's attention
back to the native industries of
Kentucky which he said were
agriculture and coal mining. He
said he is in favor of amending the
Kentucky inheritance tax and supports the passing of the
agriculture bond bill.
"I am a high energy person and
I try to infect the people I'm
around with enthusiasm. I think I
can make a difference."
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CANDIDATE CAMPAIGNING — Grady Stumbo,candid
ate for tbe
Democratic nomination for governor, gave a campa
ign card t•
Karen Welch while in Murray today.
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by m.c. garrott

With winter and Christmas approaching,
Need Line folks find it hard 'to be jolly'
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Flailing Congress for voting to increase
members' salaries has been a popular American
pasttime for as long as most of us can remember.
The spectacle of politicans judging themselves worthy of greater remuneration presents a populist
target few can resist.
Some years ago, Congress reacted to this periodic
hail of brickbats by enacting automatic cost-ofliving increases tied to the consumer price index.
The public reaction west of the Potomac was, if
anything, even worse than when members had
simply voted themselves a raise.
Automatic, unvoted increases smacked of greed
compounded by political cowardice.
Accordingly, Congress has voted every year since
1977 to deny members their cost-of-living increases.
And the current lame duck Congress in Washington
is expected to follow suit.
If it doesn't, members could receive pay increases of either $2,426 per year or $16,648 per year
depending on whether they accept only the scheduled 1982 raise or collect the cumulative pay hikes
deferred since 1977. Adding the latter amount to
congressional salaries that already stand at $60,652
annually would seem particularly inappropriate at
a time when so many Americans are enduring
economic hardships.
But arguing over dollars obscures the larger
political issue of whether Congress should scrap the
automatic raises altogether. It has become a
charade anyway because the cost-of-living increases haven't been automaic and public pressure
has forced Congress to vote on the question each
year.
Why not make it official by repealing the cost-ofliving increases? If members of Congress think
they deserve a raise, and sometimes they do, let
them make their case to constituents and then risk
the consequences by voting on the record.

looking back in murray's past
Ten years ago
The Murray Natural Gas System will not accept
any new customers, residential or industrial, as a
result of the gas shortage.
Deaths reported include Tollie Dowdy,88.
One-sucker tobacco sales opened yesterday on
four Murray floors with an average of $42.33 per
hundred weight reported, according to David Hill,
local tobacco market reporter.
An out-door Christmas lighting program within
the city limits of Murray will be sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
according to Mrs. John Livesay,chairman.
In high school basketball games Tilghman beat
Murray High and Calloway beat Benton. High team
scorers were Collins for Paducah, Jackson for Murray, Howard for Calloway and Putteet for Benton.
Twenty years ago
Historical records in 11 West Kentucky counties
will be microfilmed within the next three months in
a cooperative project sponsored by Jackson Purchase Historical Society, the University of Kentucky and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edna L. Bates, 32.
Darrell Lee Rowland, 18, has enlisted in the
United States Navy and now is in recruit training at
Great Lakes,Ill.
Lottye Suiter directed the program at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
In high school basketball games College High
beat Farmington, Calloway beat Benton and Trigg
beat Murray. High scorers were Mitch Gibbs for
College High, Airiley for Farmington, Sammy
Housden for Calloway, Lampkins for Bentok
Graham for Trigg and Walter Blackburn for Murray.
Thirty years ago
H.M. Perry, Rudy Hendon, Marvin Hill, B.H. Dixon and Ray Brownfield were elected as members of
the Calloway County Soil Conservation District
Supervisors.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Colic Pool.
The Empty Stocking fund of Murray High School
Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association is being
directed this year by Mrs. Clarence Rohwedder.
Marriages announced include Mrs. Alice
Singleton to Philip Murdock on Nov. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Marine and daughter, Cynthia
Ann, of Kalamazoo, Mich., have been the guests of
Mr. Marine's parents, Mr.and Mrs. Jesse Marine.
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Jane is the mother of three
children. Their ages are 12, 2 and 1.
Her husband is unemployed, unabk
to find work. Although she, in her
mid-Xs, is terminally ill, Jane came
on a rainy day seeking food for her
family. She also is worried about her
children's Cluistmas. It doesn't look
Like they are going to have much of
one — unless someone helps her.
John has a wife and three children,
ages 9, 7 and 2. He cannot find a job.
His family barely is existing on their
meager income. John had no food in
his house when he came, humbly asking for help. He, too, is greatly concerned about what he is going to be
able to do for his children in order
that they might have a nice
Christmas.
Mary is the divorced mother of two
teenagers. She would like to work,
but can find no job. She receives $125
each month as state aid, of which
$120 goes for rent. She came seeking
food for her family since she has only
$5 left ofher income each month once
the rent is paid.
• • •
This, so the song says, is the

letters to the editor
To The Editor:
The general election has come and
gone. Now we must face the task of
getting the many persons who were
purged after the last primary election to register. Those purged had not
voted in four prior consecutive elections, or had moved, were deceased,
or were not otherwise qualified to
vote in the precinct where currently
registered.
County clerk offices across the
state are now accepting voter
registrations. To be eligible you must
possess the qualifications as set forth
in the constitution, be 18 years of age,
resident of this state and have resided in the precirict in which you wish
to vote 30 days prior to the day of any
regular or special election.
To avoid delay at polling time all
citizens who have moved should update their voter record at the county
clerk's office. The county clerk offices will close registration books 30
days preceding the May 24th
primary. Residents should check
with their local county clerk if they
have a question or need additional information.
I urge all persons qualifying to vote
in Kentucky to register now in order
to vote in the May primary.
Sincerely,
Frances Jones Mills
Secretary of State
Chairman,State Board of Elections
Commonwealth of Kentucky
To The Edrtor,
We are Americans who have made
our home in Latin America for seven
years. Lately, we are seeing much
distorted news about the Americans
coming out of the U.S. and would like
to set the record straight for Ledger
and Times readers.
When we first moved to Costa Rica,
bag, baggage, grandmother,
teenagers and pets, we spoke no
Spanish and knew little about the
country. But, soon, our rural
neighbors accepted us and graciously taught us their language, culture,
and how a city-bred family could enjoy ranch life in a foreign land. Our
delightful adventures there merit a
book,at least!
My husband's love for the sea
(Pearl Harbor survivor, retired
Navy), prompted a further move two
years ago, to Colombia's Caribbean
coast. We found a lovely, old coconut
plantation on the Pan American
Highway near Santa Marta, the
oldest (457 years ), most fascinating
city in all of the Americas.
Imagine, green palms waving in
gentle ocean breezes, blue sea and
sky, pounding surf and golden sand
and, towering 19,000 feet over all and
snow-capped the year' round, majestic Mount C,olombus. We feel we
have much...incomparable beauty,
fine neighbors, perfect climate, a
stable, democratic government and a
satisfyingly-low cost of living.
Like Colombus, we have
discovered a new frontier, with a
vast potential and, being human, are
driven to tell others about our dreamcome-true. If you are interested in
the future of the Americas, and the
Birds, write us by international air
mail (35 cents a half-ounce) at Post
Office Box 5222, Santa Marta, Colombia. It may take a while, but we promise to answer.
Now, from beautiful Santa Marta,
we wish you salud (health ), pesetas
f wealth), amor(love) and the time to
enjoy them all!
Juanita Bird
( Mrs. Lewis Bird)

season to be jolly." but Euple (Mrs.
Joe Pat) Ward and her assistant,
Connie Travis of Mayfield. find very
Little to be jolly about in their work
with Need Line, the nine-year-old
local agency which has helped many
of Murray and Calloway County's
needy with problems such as these
concerning food, fuel, housing or
medical bills.
A steady stream of people like
Jane, John and Mary, come to their
office at 203 S. 5th Street, humbly and
many in tears, seeking help. It takes
a special kind of passionate people to
be involved in work like they do,
believe me. And, they admit, they
take a lot of the problems of the people who call on them home at night.
One such case, which Euple admits
worried her "almost to death," was
that of a young man who came to
Need Line seeking help in getting his
15-months-old daughter to a Memphis hospital. She had a tumor on her
Liver and already was bronzed with
jaundice.
A doctor was waiting in Memphis
to examine and treat her, but the
young man had no money for
gasoline to get her there, or for meals
or lodging while in Memphis. He was
desperate. Euple went through
several agonizing hours before sufficient help was made available and
the young man rushed off to Mem-
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phis with has stricken daughter
"I've never seen things as bed as
they are now." Euple told me the
other day, sadly shaking her head
"People -- both men and women
come in here one right after the
other, some crying or with tears in
their eyes as they say. 'I've never
had to ask for help before in my life.
but I just don't know where to turn
now.'
"Their unemployment checks have
run out. They've got to see a doctor,
and you have to have cash in hand for
that, or they need medicine, a
prescription filled, and you've got to
have cash for that, too.
"Never before in my years with
Need Line have I seen a more opportune time for Christian people
across this community to come forward and help these who, because of
circumstances often beyond their
control, are in such dire need. We
Just can't let them down."
• • •
Euple went onto say that she has
!lye families right this minute with
io heat simply because they do not
have the money to get it turned on. In
one of them is a four-month-old baby
On the average, at least one plea is
received every day for help to keep
the gas or electric heat from being
cut off.
"We plead with them to come to us
as soon as they get a cutoff notice,"
she went on, "because once heat is
cutoff, it costs $10 to turn it back on."
In September and October, both
rather mild months, there were 115
appeals for help received in Mrs.
Ward's office — 72 for food, 53 for
fuel, 19 for housing help and 15 for
medical.
"I shudder to think what it is going
to be like when the cold weather gets
here in January and February," she
said.
• • •
Things might not be as difficult as
she fears, however, since the Need
Line program has been reorganized
into a church -community
cooperative ministry.

Twelve of the
s churches
have pledged one percent of their annual budget to the program to help
out The Calloway County fiscal court
also has became wee/eyed
In the past, when someone needed
help such as we've mentioned, they
either went to • church or the Need
Line office or both or to several
churches Now, the participating
churches simply refer them to Mrs
Ward and Connie in the Need lane of
(ice
There the need is carefully screened and, if at all possible, some relief
provided Requests of late have more
than doubled as compared with last
year, Mrs Ward noted, checking her
records, which leads her to believe
the new system Is workout
"Our response from the csturno
also has picked up considerably."
she said, "which indicates that a lot
of people are more willing to help as
individuals providing they can be
assured there is no%duplication of
aid"
Storage facilities are A/imitable at
the Need Line office for staple and
canned foods, Mrs Ward said, and
contributions in these items not only
are welcomed but strongly solicited
"Clothing we do not handle and
cannot take." she added. ''simply
because of the time it takes to
classify it and the lack of adequate
storage facilities"
• • •
If you or an organization of which
you are a member would like to help
any of these people give their
children at least a little bit of an appropriate Christmas of if you feel
compelled to help in any way, the
Need Line people will welcome it
You need only to contact Ku* or
Connie at the Need Line office and
they will provide you with a name
and an address
They ask only that you be 'dead
serious" in your intentions
because this Is a serious business
But it will bless and warm your heart
in the true spirit of Christmas
''goodwill toward man."
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1983 Chilton
Auto Repair
Manuals
Deluxe had covers
Sug List $1895 ea
Domestic
1976-83
*7200
imports
1976-83
#7240

Magnum
Multi-Function
Portable Light
5 light functions
with fluorescent
clear & amber
beams Batteries
not incluCled
*333-6W
Sug Ust $2495
Sale
Price 13.95
Less mfg
Rebate -2.00

Ittiout purchase.

,,

GOT A PARTS PROBLEM?
As a Qualified Counterman
Only CAROUEST nas Mem

,
Super Sound Package,
Audlovox AM/FM Stereo
and Cassette with
'Sound ismoder Amp
A rac)orcas
player PLUS 40 watt
bOoster amplifier #5000 AMMO

*330

79!8

Prices good thru December 31 1982 at al participating CAROUEST Auto Parts Stores
CAROMS
-I 'entices are available trircugn Parrs Distributors waronousesic sirenorri linnessor

CAROUEST the Right Place to buy auto parts
Right Parts • Right Price • Right Advice
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The boys are back in town.
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The Scent Of Christmas
Is In The Air...

U 11 1 rir
10 nic

7:15,9:15 + 2:00Sat. Sun.

YOUTH -DEW
ALIAGE

RICHARD PRYOR
JACKIE GLEASON,
WOKING AT TREE — Carter Lee Farmer, left, blank Killer, center, and
Mary Smith, right, patients at Westview Nursing Home, admire the large white
Christmas tree in the lobby of the nursing home.

Mrs. Brock speaker for Hazel club

,
')
44,4s' %
1110"....„
When Jackie Gleason told his son
he could have any present he wanted,
he picked the most outrageous gift of all...
Richard Pryor.
POI NO% 4011ACI smina-wMI YHA* *N.NV N lufla, 10....

Nrs iitrHai!Wry!

Put it on your family's Christmas list!

Starts
Tomorrow

1 7:05,9:101N0 Passes1

or tu nth: of your life...
Allyou need for Christmas
are your two front seats!

The Hazel Woman's
Club met Thursday, Nov.
18, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center.
Cecelia Brock, guest
speaker, spoke about
"Federation." She is a
past president of the Murray Woman's Club and
vice governor of the First
District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's

Clubs.
The club had as a financial project the collecting
of aluminum cans.
Members also are in front
of Wal-Mart each Saturday and Sunday to wrap
gifts for donations.
Members planned a
Christmas dinner on
Thursday, Dec. 16, at 6:30
p.m. at DeVanti's. Secret
pals will be revealed and

AZUREE

names will be drawn for
new pals.
Members present were
Hilda Bennett, Janice
Wilkerson, Pat Latimer,
Marla Thompson, Carita
Lamb, Martha Butterworth, Elaine Paschall,
Ann Wilson, Nancy Overby, Janie Story, Marilyn
Liddle, Belinda Elliott
and Patty Knott. A visitor
was Glenda Gallimore.

PRIVATE COLLECTION
4mit
STfI

Paris Road Homemakers Club plans meeting
The Paris Road
Homemakers Club will
meet Tuesday, Dec. 14, at
11 a.m. at the home of
Margaret Roach.
A potluck luncheon will
be served. Gifts will be
exchanged.
The November meeting
of the club was at the

home of Alice Steely with
Faustene Walker, president, presiding.
Robbie Blalock and
Alice Steely presented
the lesson on "Entertaining On A Budget." They
showed decorated boxes
filled with special foods
which were later served

Coldwater homemakers meet
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell
was hostess at her home
for the November
meeting of the Coldwater
anmestngt*s Club.
TvobAti4.tnksgiving
de
s given by
Clara Bennett.
"Coping With Family
Crisis" was the subject of
the lesson presented by
Lucille Potts.
Landscape notes including fall planting of
bulbs and their care were
given by Myrtle Byrd.
Physical fitness and exercises were given by
Lagena Bazzell.
The club treasurer
reported she had mailed
a check to Western State
Hospital for Christmas
and that earlier in the

month Mrs. Hunter
Bazzell had sent a box of
tree lights and decorations to help with. the
decorating.
, The hostess :shOwed
some quilts she had completed.
Others present were
Arlene Adams, Esther
Doores and Elizabeth
Haneline.
The club will have its
Christmas luncheon and
gift exchange on Tuesday, Dec. 14, at the home
of Mrs. Bobby Adams. If
possible each one should
bring a handmade gift for
exchange.

PEO meets
at Clark home

Eighteen members of
Chapter M of P.E.O.
HRSis Sisterhood met for coffee
on Saturday, Nov. 20, at
10 a.m. in the home of
Mrs. Larrie Clark with
7:00,9:10
Mrs. A.C. La Follette as
assisting hostess.
Thanksgiving appointments were featured on
central c•nt•r 753-3314 the lace-covered dining
table from which treats,
coffee and hot spiced tea
were served.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie
7:15 9:10
gave
a prayer of thanks.
SYLVESTER STALLONE
Mrs.
John Twomey,
IIIL000
FIRST
president, conducted the
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A HOWARD W KOCH PRODUCTION
meeting. Members
AIRPtANE II THE SECIUEL PT HAYS JUUE HAGERTY LLOYD BRIDOEF
E
Tosite407.03,9:20
related some incidents
SHAD EVERETT WILIAM SM.NER PRODUCED BY HOWARD W KOCH
CHRISTOPHER REEVE in
for which they were
WITTEN AND EIRECTED BY KEN EINIQEMAN A PARAMOUNT PICTURE"
MONSIGNOR al thankful.
—
pl dirdow.IOW $11900001419.
Mrs. Lewis Bossing,
Ends Tonits•7:00 only
Starts
vice president, assisted
ye.
the hostesses and inTomorrow
47L/AriCaEMZ.SPECIES
troduced the program.
30! I
17:15, 9:001No Passes
The devotion was given
chestnut et. 763-3314
by Mrs. William Major.
Others participating in
the business reports included Mrs. N.T. Beal,
Mrs. James W. Parker,
Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield and Mrs. George
Hart.
The Clark home is a
plasce of interest because
it is decorated with pictures of the family,
travels, musical profession, momentoes and
children. So many things
that accent their intere.sting lives and personalities are in the
home, a chapter
spokesman said.
Others present were
Mrs. Maurice
Christopher, Mrs. Olga
Freeman, Mrs. Hugh L.
Oakley, Mrs. Morgan
Sisk, Mrs. Harry Sparks,
Mrs. Paul Sturm, Mrs.
A.H. Titsworth, Miss
1-5 p.m.,9:30-8 p.m. Doily
Joan Maupin and Miss
Beginning Monde
Ann Herron.
7:15,9:15

•.....004041, WT.!

CINE 1 & 2
TIME
BANDITSTL
CHERI

3

for refreshments.
Two readings about
"Thanksgiving Joy" and
"November" were read
by Lucille Grogan.
The recreation was
conducted by Amy
Wilson.
Also present were Della
Taylor, Barbara White,
Topsy Brandon, Charlene
Curd, Louise Dunn, Mary
Alice Gee, Mary Weeks,
and Mattie Lee Buster. A
new member was Dolly
Kiser. Two visitors were
Agnes Orr and John
Taylor.,

WHITE LINEN

The Cherry Branch
Open Sun. 1-5

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Cher's

DDWIA01001

hha
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A
3
41110
Ciiestud
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Just for you:
lots of surprises and
savings. Have fun
shopping the Christmas
Collections of Pier!.
1 lth & 12th Only!
ouble-slx set of ivory
L./colored dominoes in a
handsome wooden box. Its
a great fireside game for
the whole family'. From Taiwan, reg. 6.99

D

P.C,1•1S MAW

IONE NNYNINN

NM

ININNILL PON IMLANIN

CiTEQ0@

What ,ou ID.'

antal
20%
50
.
s Den
pen:Sunday
Bel-Air Center

any gifts might be o.k.
for some people, but
serious cooks will prefer our
ceramic holder with 6
wooden spoons & wire
whisk From Taiwan, reg. 7.99

Z

F

or riproaring 1-4 year
olds, a sturdy rocking
horse Walnut-stained rattan, cane saddle. Tell Santa
to bring a Pier 1 pony From
Taipei,

c"
cip
,

eople who enjoy Oriental cuisine will love
our 3-piece wok set. Introduce them to stir frying and
share a taste of success
From lapan. reg. 12.99

p

ubberwood is so hard
it must be worked with
special tools to make this
director's chair 18 oz. canvas in navy .reg. 39.99

R

nyone would love our
W'tall maharlika accent
chair. Bud closely woven for
-strength Cushion sold separately. From the ?halopines, reg. 49.99

A
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Community calendar
Thursday,Dec.9

Friday,Dec. 10
Chnstmas In the Part
Dorcas Sunday Schaal
Class of First Baptist
—displays will be from 5 to
Church will have a
10 p.m. each night
covered dish supper at 6 through Christmas
p.m. at Fellowship Hall of
church.
Saturday,Dec. 11
Dickens Christmas in
Welcome Wagon Club
Press Alley will be betwill meet at 5 p.m. at
ween Third and Fourth
Community Room of
Streets just off the court
North Branch of Peoples
square.
Bank.
Second night of
Ruth Sunday School
"Yuletide Songe Feast"
Class of Sinking Spring
by Madrigal Singers of
Baptist Church will meet
Calloway County High
at 6p.m.
School will be at 6:30 p.m.
Pizza party for Area at the schooL
Exceptional Children,
Murray Band Boosters
sponsored by Murray
will
sponsor third annual
State University Student
Council for Exceptional Antique Show and Sale
Children, will be in Room from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. at
240, Special Education Murray High School, 501
Doran Rd. Admission is
Building, at 7:30 p.m.
$1.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Roller skating for
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge Robertson and Carter
Centers will be at Roller
hall.
Skating of Murray from 2
Parents Anonymous to 4 p.m. This is a fundwill meet at 6:30 p.m. For raising event for the
information call 759-1087 PTO.
or 753-6089.
Captain Wendell Oury
Christmas Medley will Chapter of the Daughters
be presented at 7 and 8 of the American Revolup.m. in Golden Pond tion will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Visitor Center, Land Bet- at the home of Mrs. John
ween the Lakes.
Livesay.
Calloway County MidOpen house will be
die School Band will present a concert at Middle from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club.
School at 7 p.m.
Christmas program for
Murray Elementary
School (Robertson and
Carter Centers) will
begin at 7 p.m. at Murray
Middle School
auditorium.

Wranglers Riding Club
will have potluck supper,
awards night and dance
at 6:30 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

"A Christmas
Memory" will be
presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.

Third night of "A
Christmas Memory" will
be at 8 p.m. by Community Theatre in Playhouse
in Murray-Calloway
County Park.

Saturday,Dec. 11
at C.00nnuatty Roam of
North Branch of Peoples
Bank.

iffiday,Oac.12

Christian Women's
Club plans meeting

Opus basse M beim of
1011th birthday of Quint T.
Goer will be from Ito 4
p.m. at Murray Winnaa's
Golden Circle Sunday Club House, MI Vine St.
Christian Wonsea's
School Clam of Memorial The family requests
Club of Murray, taw
Baptist Church will meet guests not bring gifts.
tacky, will have "A
at 6:30 p.m.
Rec
i eption for Mr. and Glogerbresd Chrionnas"
Mrs. Charles Howard in as Tuesday,Dec. 14.,from
Hattie Lee Galloway honor at 25th
wedding an- 10 a.m. to noes at
Group of Westside Bap- niversary will
be tram 2 Calloway Public Lftwary.
tist Church will have a to 4 pm.
in Fellowship The cost will be $1.25 per
Christmas family potluck Hall of Salem Baptist
person
at6 p.m. at church.
Church.
Lucille Somme will
SIDS (sudden death show gingerbread homes
Annual church-wide
potluck of Seventh and syndrome) Support she has made.
Guest speaker will be
Poplar Church of Christ Group will have a family
Mrs.
Edna Butler,
potluck
at
2
_p.m.
at
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
homemaker
and poet, of
County
Calloway
Health
Calloway County Middle
Murray. Special :nude
Center.
School cafeteria.
Second day of Third An- will be by Mrs. Judy
Sunday,Dec. 12
nual Antique Show and Henry, homemaker and
Recital by piano Sale, sponsored by Mur- music teacher.
A nursery for
students of Jackie Hill ray Band Boosters will be
and Angela Fuqua will be from 1 to 5 p.m. at Mur- preschoolers only at a
at 2 p.m. at University ray High School, 501 cost of $I per family will
Branch of Bank of Mur- Doran Rd. Admission is be available at the First
Baptist Church. Note the
ray.
$I.

"9111111
Att
li
_
t
lir

chomp from ttaa mast
plass atIlia atwaory.
Rasorvatlass and
C21104111111161111 are omennal W Nisaday, Dec. 13.
by saline Gracie trivia
at 610-5174 or Madge
Woodard at 7564707.
''Christina Women's
Club is an thientational
organisation whicts meets
monthly. Mara are no
formal mignbarthips or
dues. All woman of the
area are cordially invited
to attend," a club
spokesman said.

HANDBAGS
% OFF

111

41116
4C41r
,• --

CHOOSE FROM THESE
AMOUS NAME BAGS:
LOU TAYLOR
COKER'S
JORDAGIE

OUR WEEKEND SPECIAL!

A-II-Fall & Winter
2 For 1
Pants (Separates)
Another At

MISTER LEATHER
EMPIRE ORR
9 WEST
PIONEER

Buy One Pair-Get
Equal Value Free

Plias Oitter Cho" &yak

*fie Place
sotrihs,de thLbov

4.9.04
,Yoko,
l00 ha 41 00

Murray Squar-ANaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.

Friday,Dec. 10
Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Christmas Crafts
Bazaar by Student Council for Exceptional
Children, Murray State
University, will be from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
University Center
Ballroom.

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Film, "Roman
Christmas Circus At the
Coliseum" will be shown
"Yuletide Songe from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Feast" will be theme of Fellowship Hall of First
dinner by Madrigal Baptist Church. This is
Singers of Calloway for aU kindergarten
County High School at through grade six.
6:30 p.m. at school.
Christmas Medley will
Dickens' Christmas in be shown at 7 and 8 p.m.
Press Alley, will be bet- in Golden Pond Visitors
ween Third and Fourth Center, Land Between
Streets just off the court the Lakes.
square.
Youth Christmas party
International Potluck of Memorial Baptist
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. at Church will be at 6 p.m.
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.

HTS
OPEN EVERY

NIGHT

18 HOUR
SALE

UNTIL 8:30

Open Every Sunday
1:00 to 5:00 P.M.
OPEN NIGHTS
UNTIL 8:30

• 711
,
.01,11111"4.:'
11K
40
.
•
•,''_ 61 '

DIET
CENTER.

Ray Brownfield Sunday
School Class of First Baptist Church will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Jonathan
Creek.

Here's a Sensible
Weight-Loss

Christmas Medley will
be presented at 7 and 8
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center, Land Between the Lakes.
"A Christmas
Memory" will be
presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.

S

Program
That Really
Works!

COATS

CALL
753-0020

COATS

We Have Christmas
Gift Certificates

Jones Lindseaping

COATS
FULL LENGTHS• PANT COATS
JACKETS• SHORT CAPES
WOOLS• QUILTS• FUR TRIMS
Rogu4or Voitoos
68 00 to 440 00

4 %
LIVE-CUT-FLOCKED

-11. *Poinsettias
$5 00
*Wreaths
407 NORTH 12TH
MURRAY, KT

61

012101:RIBRILAD NOM — Kann
Grow cldtdros at Dr. I lira Timms Omsk
okra ths glimparbraail Ism mei by laces
$ormass to be Isattwad M a program by Wra
Serums at "A ClImparbread Cbribmair by Orb.
.at Tor
dam Wammes Cbdo of
day from IS awa to now at Calloway PAW
Library.

PHONE
753-1725

20%T.33"

LEATHER

JACKETS
UP TO 26 NCH LESIONS
Rioslor 130 00 ye 1 SO 00 666.es

SAVINGS

/
1 2 PRICE
ehristmas
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Tiger banquet planned

parents in the same group, according to
Robertson, licensed practical nurse with the
dePSIONIIII,For information persona may can the
centerMSI1.

Annual Award' Hammel honoring 18e2 Murray
High Tiger Football Team will be Wednesday, Dec
15, at 8 p.m. at the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray Awards presentation and Coachs' comments will follow.
Tickets are $03 each and may be purchased at the
office of Murray High School with the deadline for
purchasing tickets to be Friday, Dec. 10. The event
will be sponsored by the Tiger Athletic Booster
Club

6111(dRAN
From WAI:MART

Spanish service planned
The Wardens, Vestry and congregation of Grace
Episcopal Church at 820 Broadway, Paducah, will
have a Holy Eucharist service in Spanish (Santa
Eucaristion Servicio En Espanol) on Saturday,
Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m. This service has been arranged
because of a perceived community need.
The Rev. Horace Dutton, vicar of St. Peter-of-theLakes, Gilbertaville, and St. Martin-in-the-Fields,
Mayfield, will lead the communion service to be entirely in Spanish including the use of prayer books
and hymnals. A reception will follow in the Parish
Hall, according to the Rev. Timus G. Taylor, rector
of the church.

Oaks open house Saturday
An open house for all members of the Oaks Celantry Club will be Saturday, Dec. 11, from? to 9 p.m.
at the club. No reservations are necessary and all
members are urged to attend. In charge of arrangements will be Jack and Claire Benton, A.R.
and Melva Hatcher, Jerry and Jeanne Falwell and
Martha Bafbett.

Have Your ..
PicturJ
71A
Mad
With E.T.
and Santa for'1

Chancel Choir concert
to feature Marie Taylor

Band concert tonight
The Calloway County Middle School Band will
present a concert tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in
the middle school gymnasium. Wayne Pope is
director of the band. The public is invited to attend.

The Chancel Choir of
First Christian Church,
Mayfield, with Dan
McDaniel as choirmaster
and Mrs. Marie Taylor,
Murray, as guest pianist,
will present a dedicatory
Christmas music program on Sunday, Dec. 12,
at 4 p.m. in the church
sanctuary.
The program will in-

SIDS to meetSunday
SIDS Isudden death syndrome) Support Group
will have a family potluck meal on Sunday, Dec. 12,
at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Streets. This is for any
parent who has lost a child or young adult through
sudden death, accident or natural death.
The group is composed of parents who have lost
children and want to share their feelings with other

Copper

JEGNE

Canras,Atil
Prints

Mirrors

ITTS

Wicker
—Pictures
Firniture
7

December 10th & 11th
Friday 6-9 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.
2 p.m.-7 p.m.

Sale!
Lamps
Fri.-Sat.
Only Dec. 10S 1
10 a.m.-1 p.m.

.*\
kiet
Miss
It!!

114 to 1/2 oft

641 N.
Central Center
759-9995

fverythifig
Hwy. 641 N.
Adjoining
Wiggins
Furniture

2
Days Only!

clude Improvisations on
familiar Christmas
carols — "Good Christian
Men Rejoice,” "Silent
Night, Holy Night," "0
Come, All Ye Faithful,"
and "Away in a Manger"
by Mrs. Taylor, guest artist.
Mrs. Taylor and Mr.
McDaniel will play
several piano-organ
duos; and the Chancel
Choir will sing favorite
Christmas selections
such as "Do You Hear
What I Hear?"
The program will conclude with the Beethoven
"Choral Fantasia" for
piano, organ and choir.
Soloists will be Carolyn
Hale, Vivan Fisher, Ruth
Ann Harrell, Ernest
Curd, C. A. Byrn and
Gene Miller.
Mr. McDaniel is the son
of Mrs. Agnes McDaniel
of Murray. Mrs. Taylor,
an associate professor of
music at Murray State
University, serves as
Keyboard Unit Coordinator and appears frequently in chamber
music performances. She
is the wife of Robert
(Hawk) Taylor and the
mother of two teenage
sons.

Easons
Slow Cured
Pure Homemade

Old Fashioned

Apple Cider

Country Hams

2'5

Sliced $

No Sugar

lb. Whole

No Preservatives

'Barn

CHUTES BUTTER & CREAM FUDGE & CANDIES
BLUE RIBBON POPCORN 50 lb. 10 lb. can '4.50
BLACK JEWEL POPCORN 2 lb. Pkg. .$1.75
BEACHYS PURE SORGHUM $6.00/
1
2 Gal.
PURE HONEY
MAPLE SYRUP

57 VARIETIES AND TYPES OF SPICES AND FLAVORINGS
30 VARIETIES AND TYPES CHEESES & SAUSAGE
TAMALIE PAPERS 50 IN A PKG.9.50
VIDALIA ONION PICKELS AND RELISHES 9.69
HARMONY NATURAL FOODS'2.89 Lb.
I.

RAISINS '1.15
PRUNES $1.25
DRIED FRUIT
VANILLA WAFERS
CHOC. FLAVORED CHIPS
PKG. COCONUT
CAPT. WAFERS
SALAD CRACKERS

•
a:

Texas Navel Oranges, Grapefruit
Tangerines 8, Tangeloes

WE DROVE STRAIGHT TO THE
••

31b.
Bag
Red Del.
APPLES

••

AND PERSONALLY SELECTED
OUR TREE RIPENED
TEXAS CITRUS

••

••

a:

•
•

'
APPLES

••

$45°

•

10 Lb.
POTATOES
$

••

•
•

••

••

18 lb. Bag of
Oranges or Grapefruit

1.

••

PECANS $1.35 lb.
WALNUTS 9.35 lb.
BRAZIL NUTS $1.35 lb.
1 lb. Pkg. FILBERTS 9.50
SHELLED PEANUTS $4.00 lb.
RAW PEANUTS 90' lb.
ROASTED PEANUTS $1.25
SALTED PEANUTS $1.25

••

All other 3 lb. Bogs Apples
75.

New Crop Beautiful Tenn. Sweet Pota▪ toes ••
Yellow, White, and Red Onions
Rutabagas
5 lb. Jumbo Carrots 9.00
Tomatoes
Cabbage
Lettuce
Celery
Radishes
Butternut Squash
2 lb. Bag Carrots
Broccoli
Cauliflower

••

RIO GRANDE VALLEY

504

••

••

sqso
Gal.
Ai

Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
Jonathon
Old Fashioned Winesap
Arkansas Black

1 oo

•

••

••

••

FRESH FRUITS
Lemons
Coconuts
Grapes
Bananas
Pineapple
Cranberries

Tangerines
Tangeloes
Navel Oranges
Pears
Dried Pineapple
Oranges

••

••

4. •

•.

••
•

CUSTOM DESIGNED FRUIT BASKETS TO PLEASE SOMEONE SPECIAL ON ANY OCCASION

IF YOU'VE NEVER VISITED US, YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOUR MISSIN!
r-

•'.4..,,•

•

We will Be Having An Open House
Sunday 12th 1-5
Drawing For Country Ham & Door Prizes
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Kimbro-Kalberer vows solemnized

we have so much to give!

1

Wedding vows were exchanged by Miss Tema
Kimbro and Jerry
Kalberer on Monday.
Nov. 8. The Honorable
Judge George Weeks performed the double ring
ceremony.

on

Sale!

The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jonathan Kimbro. Mr.
Kalberer is the son of Bill
Kalberer and the late
Jean Kalberer.
Attendants for the couple were Mrs. LaVerne
Tapp and Bob Galbreath.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Kalberer left for a short
trip to Tennessee and now
are residing in Shady
Acres Trailer Court.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Kalberer are employed at
Fern Terrace Lodge.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kolberer

Woman's Club hears chorus Sunday
Murray Woman's Club
had its traditional open
house and Christmas program on Sunday, Dec. 5,
at 3 p.m. at the club
house.
Featured was the
Chorus of the Music
Department of the club
with Margaret Boone as
director and Judy Henry
as accompanist.
The program featured
a variety of selections
with Mrs. Boone and
Kathryn Mowery as
soloists. A flute solo was
played by Mrs. Mowery.
The highlight of the
program was the finale
when the ladies shared
their candle lights with
one another and sang
"Silent Night." Mrs.
Boone asked the audience
tojeiniitig8h the e4erusi,.
'Other members of the
chorus are Doris Alexander, Neva Grey Allbritten, Barbara Brandon,
B.J. Berrill, Jo Anne
Cavitt, Martha Crafton,
Wanda Dick, Rebecca
Dublin, Barbara Lax,
Anise Mahfoud, Edith
Noffsinger, Dorothy Norris, Glenda Roos, Doris
Rose, Mary Shipley, Barbara Simons, Betty
Thompson, Bobby
Weatherly and Louise
Weatherly.

ton-Down
Stripes

Button-'own
Shirts

,
Reg. 14,99

0.9.w

Reg. 14.99

9.99

Plaid Shirts

6.9

Button-Down shirts in railroad Reg. 14.99
and assorted stripes Polyes. A selection of pretty plai
Solid pastels in polyester and ter and cotton oxford cloth shirts in pastel and da
cotton oxford cloth. S,M,L. . S,M,L.
tones S,M,L

rooks, first vice president of the Murray Woman's
Club, was in charge of arrangements for general meeting Sunday. Pictured,
from left, are Dana Stonecipher, Suzanne Doyle, Judy Stahier, Toads West and
Janet Wallis who were among those serving the guests following the musical program.
Members of the other Home, Sigma and Theta,
Karen Bolls, chairman
of the Music Department, six departments, Alpha, also assisted in providing
introduced the Music Creative Arts, Delta, refreshments.
Department Chorus and
Mrs. Boone as director.
Oneida Boyd, president
of the club, welcomed the
members and guests. She
expressed thanks to the
members of the Garden
and Zeta Departments
for decoration of the club
house and to the Kappa
Department members
who were chairmen of the
hostesses.

Christmas Headquarters
For Children's
Fashions

he step aecade

a

Fleecy, warm robes with
lace trim collar and softly
gathered front yoke. Snap
closing. Other styles
available. S,M,L.

ajama
Travel Sets
One Special
Price!

Pajamas6.99
Matching Robe

6.99
Delicate nylon pajamas and
matching robe with button
front and white piping.

Opon 9-6 Mon.-Sot. - 9-8 Fri.

warm quilted stadium Jac,
kets! Knit cuffs and collar
Plaid wool blend lining, cotton and polyester outer shell
Detachable hood.

1.4-AlSkoppieg Coo*.
753-1795
London built the first successful subway in 1863.

Ladies Name
Brand Shoes
New Fall Styles FD's
Connie, Naturalizer, Life
Stride, Air Step
$1 499A Pair

All Men's Shoes
Roblee, Weyenberg, Clemente
10% Off
Western Boots
For The Entire Family

10% Off

Handbags

Reg. to 10.99

Leather-look clutches and shoulder bags

Children's Leather

Kangaroos $2495

Children's (Baster Browns)

Shoes 0% Off

Hobbs Discount Store

Brushed Gowns

F489 12.99

Da
Reg
e . rfo
lo o im' Warm-Up Booties 7.99
LegWanT1OrSReg 5.99 to 12.99 3.99to 7.99

Soft sweaters in holiday
pastels and brights. Select
heart patterns. v-necks, boat
necks, stripes and other
unique styles

Sale! Fashion
Pants!
Reg. 22.99
to 24.99
Extra fashion, extra value on
pants' Choose pleated or
plain some belted

1303 Chestnut
Across From The Dixielond Center )

Holiday Hours Mon.-Sot. 9:30 to 9 Son. 1 to 6
Central Shopping Center, Murray 753-799
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NFL players overwhelmingly approve agreement
WASHINGTON(AP) —
National Football League
players have overwhelmingly approved a new
$1.6-billion collective
bargaining agreement
with only the initialing of
a separate document by
management standing in
the way of apparent labor
peace in professional
football for the next five
years.
With 26 of 28 teams

reporting, union officials
reported Wednesday
night that the league's
1,500 players had approved the new agreement by
a 3-1 margin.
"We are delighted by
the ratification," said Ed
Garvey, executive director of the National Football League Players
Association.
Union officials refused
to disclose the exact vote

Wednesday or give a
I eam-by-team
breakdown.
Among the teams
responding to an
Associated Press survey,
the Minnesota Vikings,
San Francisco 49ers,
Washington Redskins,
New York Giants, Dallas
Cowboys, Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, Houston
Oilers, Atlanta Falcons
and Baltimore Colts all

voted to appro(re the new
contract. The Detroit
Lions and Chicago Bears
both voted to reject it.
Two other teams, the
Philadelphia Eagles and
Miami Dolphins had not
voted by Wednesday
night. Results of other
clubs were not immediately available.
The ratification vote
comes three weeks after
negotiators reached a

tentative settlement and
the players returned to
work ending a 57-day
strike that interrupted
the NFL's regular season
for the first time in
history.
"We're happy that the
players have ratified, but
we have to make sure
that the agreement the
owners ratified (on Nov.
17) is the same agreement that the players

ratified," said management's chief negotiator,
Jack Donlan.
As far as we are concerned it is over,"
Garvey said.
Union and league attorneys failed again on
Wednesday to agree to
the language of a
separate "memo of
understanding" calling
for a withdrawal of unfair
labor practice charges

Murray State well-represented in OVCstats
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Information from the Ohio Valley Conference was
released this week concerning the first few weeks of
the 1982-83 basketball season, through last Saturday's games.
Murray State is well represented in numerous
catagories — team and individual.
Besides being tied atop the conference with
Morehead State and Youngstown, all with 3-1
records, the Racers also led the conference in scoring margin (14.5).
Individually, MSU's Ricky Hood leads the OVC
rebounders with an 11-carom average in four
games. Second to him is Austin Peay's Mandel
Stockton with a 9.5 average.
Glen Green, Hood's teammate,ranks eighth in rebounds, fifth in scoring (18.8), fourth in assists (4.0
average), ninth in free throw percentage (.762) and
third in steals (8).
The top three scorers for Murray — Green, Hood

and Lamont Sleets — rank fifth, sixth and seventh,
respectively in the OVC. Sleets is the conference
leader in three-point goals (8), he's third in assists
(4.5 average), and second in steals (11).
Other MSU ranking performers include senior
Sammy Curran who is tied with Akron's Rick Accord and Youngstown's Pticky Tunstall in free
throw percentage. All three are perfect at the line
— Curran 8-8, Accord 11-11, and Tunstall 9-9.
Other stats of interest include Tunstall's incredible blocked shot total of 72 in four games, leading
that department's runnerup by 11.
Akron's Joe Jakubick continued his OVC-leading

scoring pace from last year by averaging 24 points
in three games this season.
In the dunking department the Racers displayed
a perfect, 11-0, advantage over their first four opponents, led by Hood's six. But Morehead holds the
single-game record to date with eight stuffs against
Eastern Illinois. That single-game total was more
than the entire team recorded all last season.
In women's stats, also current through Saturday's games, Murray State ranks first in field goal
'percentage (.493) and second in rebound margin
(10.0).
Diane Oakley is the Lady Racers' top individual,
claiming third place in conference scoring (20 point
average), first in rebounding (13.5), fourth in field
goal percentage (.545), and tied for first in blocked
shots (4).
Lori Barrett leads the OVC for the Lady Racers in
assists (5.5 average) while Sharon Cooper is second
in field goal percentage (.571) and third in rebounds
with 12.5).

Phone
753-2571

SANTA'S
PARADE
OF VALUES

PRESTO
.1

Aiel/afice

Caramel Corn'r.

, Makes buttery, crunchy
• caramel corn or cheese corn
•' • in just 7 minutes. Lid flips to
serve. Also makes popcorn.
•• H59/05000

Toastmaster
Continuous-Clean
Oven Broiler

4999?4,

Porcelain-enamel surface cleans itself at normal temperatures.
Features color-coded
baking guide, large
capacity. H55/5238.

4499

//11iW,10it. Model 1100

Spa

Reming• ton.

289"

Model 870

Special$2
_____4495
"Wingmaster"®
Pump Action Shotgun

Autoloading Shotg

THE REBEL

331/446
Special $2
6
Super graphics and styling
make The Rebel a hot mover
Tough, rugged and built to take
rough punishment Bright orange
Available in two sizes-3 HP and 5 HP
Live Axle models

HONOLULU (AP) — If
you want to know what
the New York Yankees
are doing, ask General
Manager Hank Peters of
the Baltimore Orioles.
If you want to know
what the Baltimore
Orioles are up to, ask
Yankees' owner George
Steinbrenner.

At
Great Prices- .......
*Shoes
Gloves

•Headcovers
*Ball & Tees'Bags 'I
*Complete Sets of
Irons & Woods
1
•Izod Shorts, Shirts ,I
Pants, Jackets
Sweaters & Sox
,I
•Speicality Clubs•Shag Bags
*Everything for the Golfer
Wingfoot
Golf Shop

•••

Tomytronic® Pac Man.
Eat the monsters before they eat you ,
Choose amateur or p o play 4 C batteries or AC adopter ot included. ,•
Ages 7-up. 02/7612.
•

Garvey, who along with
the player reps, who
voted 19-9 to recommend
ratification on Monday,
said the union had gone
as far as it could in pressing its demands.

That's how confusing
baseball's 81st annual
meeting has become.
Their maneuvering involves free agent Steve
Kemp. The former
Chicago White Sox outfielder and his agent,
Dick Moss, have been
leaning toward signing
with the Orioles.
Peters walked out of an
American League
meeting Wednesday and
said, "Dick Moss has informed Edward Bennett
Williams (Baltimore
owner) that Steve Kemp
is going to accept the
Yankees offer."
Steinbrenner, informed
of Peters' statement,
said, "I don't know what
you're talking about. As
far as I know the Orioles
•••
are not out of it."
According to one
source, Kemp will sign a
$5.5 million, 5-year contract with the Yankees.
Adding to this comedy
of statements, Clyde
King, who is the manager
of record of the Yankees,
said he knew nothing
about the Kemp situation.
He said, "wait a
minute, boys, I've got to
go find out what's happening," and he headed
for the hotel escalator.
Of course, King is supposed to be on his way out
as soon as Steinbrenner
gets through restructuring his team.
Other than the PetersSteinbrenner-King act, it
was another day of inaction at the week-long
Next to the Bowling Alley
meetings. In three days,
10
Mein St., Murray 753-22;,
just one trade has been
completed.
While the trading was
non-existent, major
e1 league owners met jointly
guzz,a.tgkiemoto)isf4:t.ceNtiwoot.orAiorm-meze,
and in league sessions.
PURDOM'S VALUE RATED USED CARS
For the most part it was
talk.
1962 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham 7,200 acThere was still another
tual miles, new car warranty fully loaded with
unusual situation.
equipment. $17,600.00
It was reported that the
Chicago Cubs were going
to hold a news conference ,
1982 Pontiac T1000 5 Dr. air condition and
in Chicago and announce
more.$6,295.00
they had signed free
1981 Pontiac T-1000 Coupe, 18,000 actual miles,'
agent Steve Garvey.
, "Slick as a hounds tooth". $4,995.00
That was news to
‘
Dallas Green, the Cubs'
1981 Ford Fairmont 2 door. $5,395.00
executive vice president,
who was here trying to
1960 Chevrolet Camero Z28 low mileage one
make some trades.
,owner local clean as new. $7,495.00
"I didn't order any con,
ference in Chicago," said
1980 Chevette 2 door, low mileage ;4,395.00
Green. "I don't know
anything about it. I don't
1979 Olds Toronado, loaded locally owned newi know where that came
car trade-in. 67,495.00
from.
"But that doesn't mean
$5.695.00f
Eldorado Coupe One owner local
1978 Cadillac
we've given up an
loaded.
Garvey."
The Cubs reportedly
1977 Ford LTD Coupe, nice,locally owned.
have offered $7.5 million
to Garvey, the former
$2,395.00
Los Angeles Dodger first
baseman.
1973 Chevrolet Malibu 2 door. $695.00
The San Diego Padres
supposedly offered
Garvey, $6 million, but
CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
may hold an edge
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
because Garvey wants to
tt;
See Jim Ssiiter, Bob Bloke
remain in California.
Ballard Smith, Padres
L Wells Purdom, Jr.
president, said he talked
with Garvey's agent,.
Jerry Kapstein, and
might revise his offer.
The Yankees also seek
Garvey, but appear to be
- 111 , running third. SteinbrenMOTORS INC.
111 0
ner talked with Kapstein
Tuesday in a stopover in
1406 Wc.t Ain,n
Los Angeles en route to.

f

master charge

players to receive 860
million in cash bonuses,
the possible cancellation
of one weekend of games
originally wiped out by
the strike and later
rescheduled for the
weekend of Jan. 2-3, and a
return to the 10-team
playoff format as opposed to the 16-team tournament now scheduled for
the strike-shortened
season.

Baseball meeting
reveals few trades,
much confusion

Golfing
Gifts

Murray Home
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

pending before the National Labor Relations
Board and at the same
time prohibit both sides
from engaging in similar
activities in the future.
The owners also are
pressing the union to drop
an action before the National Labor Relations
Board in which they have
charged the league with
unfair labor practices.
Without the separate
agreement the overall
contract will not be signed, Donlan insisted late
Wednesday.
The immediate aftershocks of the new contract not going into effect
would be the failure of the

PURDOM
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SCOREBOARD

Lady Racers
challenged
by SIU size
Dr. Jean Smith, head
coach of the Murray State
Lady Racers, calls the
upcoming contest between the Lady Racers
and the Southern Illinois
Lady Salukis "a good test
dour speed against their
oand their power."
The Lady Racers play
Southern Illinois at SW
Arena in Carbondale
tonight at 7:30.
"They are a very
physical team," Smith
commented, "and we're
going into the game with
speed and quickness as
our strongest asset."

Your discount • rts
Do it yourself...save big bucks.'
Car I& truck arts...save 10-500/o

This Is Our Year End Cinse-Ort On Al 1982 lAndol
John Dews Lawn & Gorden Trocten

College BasketballScores
linisidefeClaw Peetalbelf
Arwq N.Kiva Pei**
Ilueles ColIN.Ineeee 7$
Bodoni X,Leveeing
worea.LegaVWX
Ikay Gyula.Ilerveri
James Nedisilla,NibsU
MadmittisIL Seim
51,OT
Nen empialreIa. NaillmateraII
Pena 73,& Milleediet U
Rho& WNW M.Walk a

Myles 111. Maim 67
OW*Ilk Keene *
leers R.Marimba U
km.
Drake 47
RallOS. 711,
Ilesiryea 41/
—IS.(lawaliad St 72
NisatA 11. J•Ciall•IL Id
Nebraska OS hia.-Kaeres City SO
N 111110•0,Mummait WI
W likePagari 81. Madan II

Pro Basketball

Rew Immo U.Mos*U
SL Bisermobire U,Cairns 73

St Prune* NY 116,Weerff 7$
St. Prencis,Pa.IL Ceirlel
St. John's, NY 17,Pairlelsb Indurate

St. alildhael's le, Veraisal72
The Lady Racers boast
St. Pular'sIt,PIC•aa04idai 97
a 1-1 record going into the
Villanowa I17, Wei*WI
WOWS
game following a 76-62
BOWS 11,W.INIWSMU
win over Arkansas State
Medd 111, Presbyteries 74
E.limiseitt IS,Sem* Combas 73
on Dec. 4. The top player
Gott Wangles Wewerd
was Diane Oakley, who
Geometries.DCN,Aleisma St s
LaulsionsIt.11 Texas AA.* 70
scored 26 points and acLoristrile 111. St. Keseselry13
cumulated a career-high
Middle Tem 115, W Kentucky $7
N Carolina*. $7, E. Carolina 49
21 rebounds. Other top
St_ Jerepb's,Pa.IN. ilarytand II
scorers were Jennie RedTennawinU,Adams 73
Virginia MN,Doke 91
wine and Sharon Cooper,
V. Commaawsmalth SI, Richmond 48
with 14 and 12 points,
'anew
Akron 91, 9901.-eastern Shore 78
respectively.
Rall St. 74, Wisconsin U
SW is 1-3 going into the
game, their only win
coming against Vanderbilt. They have lost their 4rilsouth lirdt Mooed
last two games.

MahatmaN. Weapon* 13
TasawArimcr
an,SU Missouri ir
NUT
Air Force PI. Adams St 44
Armes St 13. N Anima is
Calera& 37. Odors& St *
Saida Clan 71. Swum'St 5:
Utah 3* WI Utak 85

Wslindllisbdbill Amelia=

Houstur.

Alma Obbiee
1.4s Angeles
IR I. Pea GI Seattle
Phihrialplas
17 3 lie
Pb
Beaten
New kosey
Waahlasten
New York

1)1

New

8's

16 4
12 1
9 10
II 14

16 4
16 4
11 9
10 11
12
4 16

Now

IMO
NI
WO I
475 l's
al $
YU 12

Save
$123.00fts A

—
1
2
3ts
5

7534971

I Oak Model 210
W/39** Cat
11111.P. War limbo
Sneed Tram.
Vfos $3,121.06

Utah 101 Houston $3
ins Angeles 89 Phoenix 86
Yburiday's Games
Denver at Washington
Portland al Cloiden State

Southold, C•ntior

Save
$166.00 Plot A

300 Os The Spot Cash 1346699

The All New
.;I Front Wheel Drive
Mazda 626
•
et

.2

k..z101.4N DEERE
.)

CENTER

COOK'S JEWELRY `rilee

1
Mar-Kel Lighting's Factory Outlet /
A
•

lOtiliMiliMLACIMILMItitIMM1V4IIL ket'Ct NE%NM(%(%(%

I

CHRISTMAS DELIGHTS

Viso

SPECIAL
7-Diamonds

iiZ

SALE ENDS
DEC 18th

$92900

\

30 Hiqr
Variety

Something
Special For Him

A
is
A
ea

"Ho-ho-ho What A Savings"
/ CERAMIC \oar
/ GINGER JARS

$99500

A
10

SPECIAL
SPECIAL
Ladies 2 Ct. T.W.I C.T. T.W. 19 Dia
Diamond Cluster Mens Ky. Cluster

$89500

JOHN 0.1111111)

Is The fiestaissa Shopplag Afte

3011 *Actin -

•

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Store Hours:
9:30-8:00 Till Xmas
753-1606
Open Sunday's 1-5
Master Charge
•
Interest Free Financing Up To One Year

$500 Os Ms Spat Woes

RENTAL SALES

zvw.vazvw.vozvw.vaivw.vaniwoiazvw•vazvw

SPECIAL
1 Ct. T.W.

San $113.06 Pips A

MI6 Approved Credit

Any Day Watch
This Space For Arrival Date

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

$34800°

$400 Os Spot Mote

Sava $142.00 Piss A

Carroll Mazda

For The Particular Mon

1 Clalv Model 216
12/41" Cot
16 N.P. UV« Ialles
Massal Trona.
Is.$4,093.N

1605

-= According to experts it's the finest
engineered front wheel drive car of
0
7, the 80's. It will be at...

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

3116.911 Pips A $400 Oa Tie Spot Case Watt

208418661214
12/47" Cat
14 N.P. Wier
login
WI.
Alased Trans.
Is.336311.00

.n.
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Country music- entertainer Marty Robbins dies after surgery
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Singer Marty
Robbins, a two-time
Grammy winner whose
ballads about gunfighters
helped shape the western
style of country music in
a 30-year career, died six
days after surgery for a
massive heart attack.
St. Thomas Hospital
spokesman Lamar
Jackson said the 57-yearold entertainer died of
cardiac arrest late
Wednesday as his wife,
Marizona, and son and
daughter waited in a
nearby room.
Robbins, who had a
triple-bypass operation in
1970 and a heart attack
last year, underwent an
8"--hour quadruple bypass operation a week
ago after being
hospitalized with chest
pains.
The singer, who won
the first of his two Grammy awards in 1960 for "El
Paso," had been listed in

extremely critical condition with a heart pump
and respirator aiding his
circulation and
breathing.
Dr. Larry Thomas, a
cardiac surgeon at St.
Thomas, had said it was
"a miracle" that Robbins
survived last week's
operation because he was
having a major heart attack in the middle of it.
Robbins, the 1982 inductee into the Country
Music Association Hall of
Fame, was a guitarist,
pianist and songwriter.
He was a frequent performer on the Grand Ole
Opry since 1953.
Many of Robbins' songs
and albums were about
gunfighters. Cowboy
ballads like "El Paso,"
his biggest hit, influenced
the western style of country music.
In an interview last
year, Robbins said of his
long career, "I've done
what I wanted to do. I'm

not a real good musician,
but I can write a song)
pretty well. I experiment
once in a while to see
what I can do. I find out
the best I can do is stay
with ballads."
Chuck Morgan, host of
the all-night radio show
"Music Country Network," said today that
Robbins' death was "like
losing a father or
brother."
Morgan said that when
Robbins last appeared on
the show, Nov. 1, "he was
so excited about the
things that were happenMg."
'He was just coming
off 'Some Memories Just
Won't Die.' Tie Your
Dreams to Mine' was
working real well. He was
all excited about 'Honky
Tonic Man.' He was just
inducted into the Hall of
Fame," Morgan said.
"There were so many
good things happening —
that's just what makes it

hard to believe now that
he's not going to be
around any more,"
Morgan said.
Robbins was born in
Glendale, Ariz., and got
involved in music in the
early 1950s.
Besides "El Paso," his
other hits included
"White Sport Coat,"
"Devil Woman," "Don't
Worry," "El Paso City,"
and "My Woman, My
Woman, My Wife," for
which he received his secopd Grammy in 1970.
Robbins was a devoted
stock car fan and began
racing the cars part-time
in 1965.
As an Opry performer,
Robbins often sang last
on the show and was the
last person to perform at
the Opry's final show at
the downtown Ryman
Auditorium in 1974. The
show is now performed at
a new Grand Ole Opry
house northeast of
downtown Nashville.

In a recent television
interview, Robbins said,
"There's no one doing
country music any more
except for Ricky

Skaggs," the 1982 COU21try Musk Association
male vocalist of the year.
Robbins said true country
doesn't sell and is no

ROANOKE, Va. (AP)
— A student who refused
to register for the draft,
but was described as a
"special person" by the
judge who sentenced him
to two years of public service, says he won't mind
"working for the country."
And the U.S. attorney
who prosecuted Enten
Eller, the first resister
convicted since mandatory draft registration
resumed two years ago,
said he was satisfied with
the sentence, but feels
jail would be a better
deterrent to others.
Eller, 21, said he refused to register for
religious, not political,
reasons. He was ordered

Wednesday to perform
public service without
pay for two years at a
Veterans Administration
hospital or similar institution.
U.S. District Judge
James Turk said the softspoken student may wait
to report for work until he
graduates in June. Eller
could have been sentenced to six years in prison.
"I don't mind working
for the country, which is
working for the government," said Eller, an
honors student in
mathematics and physics
at Bridgewater College in
Virginia's Shenandoah
Valley.
When convicted Aug.
17, Eller was given three

he Sweet

Wal Mart bells for Less

641 North
Mon.-Sat.9110 p.m. Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
Central Center 759-9995 Expires 12-12-82

years' probation, provided he registered with the
Selective Service System
by Nov. 15 and performed
community service.
Eller obeyed the second
order, working since
August at the Community
Mediation Center in Harrisonburg, Va., where
disputes are settled out of
court. But he told the
judge he could not
register because it would
be against his religion,
the Church of the
Brethren.
"I'm sorry I did not
comply with the conditions of probation," Eller
told Turk during the 13minute hearing Wednesday. "But I felt I had no
other choice ... I think it's
clear that if people are
sometimes very honestly
trying to pursue a course,
sometimes it's not right
to put them in prison."
Turk agreed, saying,"I
wasn't going to give him
a prison sentence. He's
just different. He's a very
special person."

or Less

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — An ultra sound
mammographic unit,
described as the first of
its kind in Kentucky, was
introduced to the public
Wednesday at the University of Kentucky Medical
Center.
The unit uses ultra
sound to examine the
female breast for
suspicious tumors and
cysts.
•
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Special Judge Pleas
Jones ordered Monday in
Bell Circuit Court that
people who paid the increased rates will be entitled to refunds.
In September, a consulting firm advised city

—

cSeAtc/441

makes it easier to
distinguish between solid
tumors as opposed to
water-filled or liquid filled cysts.
He also said that when
the ultra sound unit is used with x-ray marnmography, the number of
cancer detections are increased.
Lieber said the ultra
sound unit isn't intended
to replace equipment now
used to detect tumors.
"The two can be used
together. Ultra sound can
assist the physician in
better managing the
benign diseases of the
breast," he said.
The ultra sound mammographic unit, which
cost $69,500, was donated
by the University
Hospital Auxiliary.

Judge dumps sewer bill hike
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.
(AP) — A judge has ruled
that Middlesboro
residents should not be
required to pay higher
sewer bills to cover
repairs on the city's
sewage-treatment plant.

Tabu Special Value Trio
Gift Set by Dana

Assistant U.S. Attorney
E. Montgomery Tucker
and federal probation officer Jimmy Lee had
recommended that Eller
be jailed for two years.
Tucker said he was
satisfied with the
sentence, but added that
he would have preferred
a jail term because "the
government still thinks it
would have a deterrent
effect and encourage
others to register in a
timely fashion."
He said draft registration sharply increased
across the nation after
Eller was convicted.
Arthur Strickland, one
of Eller's two lawyers,
said jail wouldn't have
served any purpose in the
case, although Eller flatly refused to register and
openly admitted it.
"You're not going to
rehabilitate a guy who's
close to sainthood
already," Strickland
said. "Enten is a very
moral person."

UK unveils breast tumor unit

M
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tionwide sent thousands
of car& and letters to
him. President Reagan
sent a telegram Wednesday.

Draft refuser sentenced to work for U.S.
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WALEMART

more popular today than
Western movies like John
Wayne's.
After Robbins'
hospitalization, fans na-

officials to raise Middlesboro's sewer rate to
$2.50 per 1,000 gallons of
water to help pay for
$300,000 in sewage plant
repairs.
The step was taken
after the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency directed Middlesboro to build a new
plant capable of halting
pollution in Yellow Creek.
The increase, which
amounted to 500 percent
for some customers, took
effect Oct.1.
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Tobacco market opens after holiday

Dog theft brings heartache to blind man
PEMBROKE, Va.
(AP) — Since losing his
eyesight three years ago,
Bob Bracken has had one
daily joy he never
thought he'd lose — his
pet beagles.
One of the dogs, Beige',
held special significance
for Bracken, 54, who
retired in 1979 after
becoming legally blind
with glaucoma.
"I got him just about
the time I lost my sight,"
Bracken said.
The day after
Thanksgiving, Reigel, a

male, and two female
beagles — Celery and
Judy — were stolen from
the pens behind
Bracken's house
crreriooking U.S. 400 in
this Giles County community 40 miles west of
Roanoke. One week later
a fourth beagle, Queenie,
disappeared. Bracken
suspects she also was
stolen.
The total value of the
four registered hunting
dogs is about $1,600,
Bracken said. But their
true value has no dollar

figure.
Standing in the field
where he used to run his
beagles, Bracken dug his
hands in his pockets and
said, "This was my
pleasure, don't you
know? I don't drive. I
can't see TV. I can't read
the paper. But I could
come out here and have
the dogs run to me, or
have a friend drive me
out (while they hunted)
and I'd listen.
"I'd take my cane and
go out with them just to

Hot-air complaints receive
warm reception from Fedders
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Fedders Corp. of
New Jersey has agreed to
satisfy the claims of 250
Kentuckians who have filed complaints about
heating and air conditioning units.
Actually, the consumer
protection settlement
could affect another 250
persons who have not yet
made written claims.
Attorney General
Steven Beshear announced Wednesday the firm
has agreed to -provide
extraordinary coverage"
to customers who have
had trouble with units installed between Jan.5,
1976 and Dec.31, 1960.
Fedders denied any
wrongdoing under terms

of the agreement„ but
agreed to inspect and
repair or replace all
defective units covered
by the court order, at no
charge to the owner.
Consumer protection
officials said the settlement is more advantageous to Kentucky
than similar pacts were
to nine other states
because Kentucky is the
first to get injunctive
relief, civil penalties and
a specific promise on
satisfying customers
within a certain time.
Beshear estimated
about 6100,000 in equipment and parts is involved.
He said the reason he
held a news conference to

Hospital procedures checked
following death of young child
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Officials at
Kosair-Children's
Hospital said Wednesday
that they will re-examine
hospital procedures after
a breakdown in communications apparently
led to the death of a 17month old girl.
The girl, Jessica Henson, died about an hour
after she received a
massive overdose of mor"Phine, about 10 times
more than what a doctor
had intended.
Hospital spokesman
Bill Loader said officials
are reviewing the
hospital procedure that
requires oral transmission of medication
orders. Under that procedure, oral drug orders
also have to be confirmed
by a nurse or doctor
before administering.
Loader said he is not
convinced the nurse and
doctor, who have not been
identified, violated that
procedure. The doctor's
written orders were for
0.8 milligrams of morphine to be administered
when the child, who had a
heart condition, suffered

severe discomfort.
But during the confusion when the child's condition worsened, the
nurse admistered a solution that actually contained 8 milligrams of morphine.
Loader said under the
pressure of the situation,
the nurse did not have
time to follow hospital
procedures by confirming the doctor's oral
order given when the
child worsened with a
nurse or doctor.
He said possible alternatives to the procedure
being considered include
requiring all doctors to
write down all drug
orders and making it
clear that a third person
has to reconfirm drug
orders.

announce the settlement
is to make sure that every
affected Kentuckian
makes a written claim
before the deadline
Feb.16.
Under the settlement,
Fedders is supposed to
provide a one-year extended warranty on the
hermetic system of all
units covered, including
parts and service.
The hermetic system
consists of the compressor, evaporator coil,
consdenser, accumulator, reversing
vale and interconnecting
tubing.
Owners whose units
had a hermetic failure
during the extended warranty period will be able
to choose between repairs
or a pro rata refund of the
purchase price.
The company also has
agreed to reimburse
eligible owners for past
expenses in repairing the
hermetic system — provided the system failed
more than once.
And in certain instances, refunds will be
made, also on a pro rata
basis.
Beshear said
customers who have filed
complaints will receive
letters from his office explaining their benefits
under the settlement.
Those who have not filed can send claims to the
attorney general's office
or telephone the toll-free
consumer hotline at 1-800432-9257.
The brand names of the
problem units also include Climatrol and
Airtemp. All are residential tmits.

hoer Mem run."
Bracken, • janitor
loadbig-tiock fers111911.
talked watitell
Ike
alwady wise of a"Aim
Whir.ant wino pkkid vp two pippin loft
behied by Ihe *nom —
puppies he plans to give
away to children at
Christmas — he dropped
his guard.
"I've got two little pup.
pies in here; that's all I
got left," he said.
Since the theft,
Bracken has gotten
friends and relatives to
drive him to West
Virginia, Christiansburg,
Shawsville and other
places he knows where
dogs are sold.
"I spent a whole week
(searching)," he said.
"I'm really exhausted."
He also has placed
advertisements in the
newspaper. Despite offering a "liberal reward," so
far Bracken's search has
been fruitless.
"I'm just trying to get
one clue where my dogs
went."
Bracken thinks a dog
theft ring has been at
work in Giles County and
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elsewhere. Hs said he
knew several Mbar caw
ty residents who have bad
registered bangles steins
In recent weeks
One of the stolen doss.
Celery, was well-known
In the area as a great
hunter, he said. Bracken
speculated that Celery's
reputation may have
drawn dog thieves to his
home.
Giles County Dog
Warden E.B. Baker said
be was unaware of the existence of a dog theft ring.
He said he had received
two complaints recently
— one from Bracken —
but said these were the
first theft complaints in
about a year.
Baker said this is prime
time for dog thefts,
however, because it is
deer-hunting season and
a good hunting dog brings
high price.
Askedwhat chance
Bracken had of retrieving
his beagles, Baker said,
"Not any. Not unless you
Just go somewhere and
find them there selling
them. I'm positive the
dogs aren't here in Giles
County."
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Businesses
rate Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A survey by the
Louisville Area Chamber
of Commerce shows that
75 percent of 480 companies responding to a
questionnaire are
satisfied with the quality
of Louisville as a business
community.
But about 57 companies, or 12 percent of
those responding, said
they were dissatisfied
with the area and are considering pulling out their
operations.
About half are considering moving to different locations within
the five -county
metropolitan area and
half are looking outside
the area.
The remaining 13 percent said they were
neutral on the quality of
Louisville as a business
location.
The chamber said the
questionnaire was mailed
in August to 866 mid-size
manufacturing and
distribution companies
by the its business'retention task force.
Fifty-five percent of the
companies responded to
the survey and the results
were released Wednesday.
R.L. Eubank, chairman of the task force,
said the respondents had
a variety of concerns,
with workers' compensa.tion being the most frequent problem listed.
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Head patient progressing well

Uncle Jeff's Toyland

By DONNA ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) — Barney B. Clark
today began his second
week of life sustained by
an artificial heart that
has "worked beautifully," with doctors hopeful
he may soon leave the
critical list after treatment for seizures.
Clark has been responding well to diet and
medication aimed at correcting a chemical imbalance blamed for a
series of seizures early
Tuesday, said Dr. Chase
Peterson, vice president
of health science for the
University of Utah.
The 61-year-old retired
dentist can be moved off
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A play-by-myself iearning toy' Problems and answers are always Mere'
Teaches addition and subtraction no batteries necessary Just push
and peek - the answer is right there

DIE CAST RACER SET
14 in 1)

polyurethane device
powered by compressed
air — the world's kat
permanent artificial
heart.
Still on a respirator,
Clark is "two-thirds of
the way out of this last"
complication, able to respond to words and to
"point and raise his arms
and legs," Peterson said.
Doctors were giving
Clark a thin, "semidigested" gruel of
natural nutrients through
a stomach tube in an attempt to balance his body
chemistry.
"What we want to do is
give him a range of foods
and salts from which he
will pick up what he
needs," Peterson said.

mama
s Storechain files petition

R.B.C. Industries

Set contained in a compact travel case consists of magnetized
parts to play Chess/Checkers and
Backgammon Inside field serves
as playing field Perfect 10( itcrvel
or for d•corative use in and
)
\
01 around the home

the critical list in a day or
two if no more complications develop, Peterson
said Wednesday.
"Dr. Clark is not now
primarily an artificial
heart patient. He is simply a seriously ill postoperative surgical patient," Peterson said.
"The pump, in all cases,
has worked beautifully. It
hasn't missed a beat. It's
been an assist."
But Peterson said doctors are still cautious.
"He's had a number of
complications and could
have more," he said.
Clark was near death
from an inoperable
degenerative heart
disease Dec. 2 when his
heart was replaced with a

Miniature racers 4 in t all ready to
roll and wheel Popular can with
good fast action makes this a delight for every young driver.

Stock market

$5288

FASHIONS The world of fashion design can be o
young girl's now It's easy wtth Fashions By
Me - No sewing required' Complete with instructions for 10 different designer outfits
Girls con create their own designs!

4."

Ws a merry-go-round of color
that's packed with forty-eight
Crayoto crayons and a crayon
sharpener, sure to find a permanent place on a child's desk or
play table that's ready for use at
all times.

Carroll Mazda
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Garanimals
Tops & Pants

-

.
V MOI18

Ladies Dress

.RIXI.:•111 Li 1r

Pants

Boys & Girls Infant
Sizes & Toddler Sizes
Girl Sizes 7-14

Stretch, Cotton Blends
and Corduroys
Jrs. & Misses

1/2 Price
CLOTHING AND SHOE DEPARTMENT

1 /2 Price

Men's

Sweaters

St Mary

Towels &
Wash Cloths
1 0% Off

Large Selection
Of Styles and Colors

250/0

Off
To

1 /3

Off

Boy's Corduroy

Men's
Levi's

Pants
Sizes 4-7

Straight Leg, Boot Cut
Flares & Big Bells

$088
Only U

$988

4
4
Only $1"

Sizes 8-18 Only

Boys

Boy's

Thermal
Underoos

Western Boots

Pac Man, Dukes & Superman

$788
Sale
Men's

•
:•

•

•

Men's Casual $500 Off

Western Boots

Hours
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Shoes Entire Stock
Dishtowels
& Dish Cloths
99c tos 1 99

'42"

Reg $54.99 Sale

$3688
Reg. $49.99 Sole
$0988
Reg. $42.99 Sale

4 Styles
:•

:•

•

•

•

•

•

•

/ Reg. $9.49

•

Ladies Sleepwear
And Robes
Entire Stock

25% Off
Ladies

Blouses
Large Selection
Sizes 5 to 44

1 /2 Price
Children's 2-Piece
Corduroy Pont and
Shirt Sets
Infant, Toddler
and 4-6X

$'88
Reduced To %J

Meadowbrook
Muslin

/k.

Pillowcases
eN99
L Only 4

Slightly Irregular $
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Special cookbook being sold to benefit cancer control activities

Mrs. Edwards
dies;funeral
on Saturday

•'Partytirne in Kenlucky" is cookbook containing recipes from
cooks all over Kentucky
to be sold as a financial
proJect of the Cancer
Control Activities in Kentucky.
The first cookbook was
"Kentucky Fare" which
was published in 1980.
This helped to raise more
than $120,000 for cancer
control activities in Kentucky.
The Calloway County
Unit of the Cancer Society will kick off its 1963
fund drive on Jan. 12,
1963, at 7:30 a.m. Persons
interested in helping with
drive may call Gary
Haverstock or Retha
Starkey.
"Partytime in Kentucky" contains favorite
recipes of party-givers
and goers from all over
Kentucky.
The book features eight
sections: Appetizers,
Hors d'Oeuvres, and
beverages; Bourbon,
Breads, Salads, and
Salad Dressings; Main
dishes and Casseroles;
Meats, Poultry, and
Desserts.
Anita Madden, famous
Kentucky party giver, is
chairman for the
cookbook, a 190 page
spiral bound with recipe
index and county index.
Books are available at
Beauty Box, Headquarters, Peoples Bank
North Branch, Bank of
Murray University
Branch, Bentley's, Pier I,
Boston Tea Party,
Venela's Beauty Shop
and Holland Drugs.
The cost will be $6.30
with all proceeds to go
towards lifesaving projects of the American
Cancer Society.
Recipes from the book
include the following:
Easy Eggnog
gallon whole milk
2 (3 34-ounces) packages
French vanilla-flavored
pudding mix
1/
2 cup sugar
I teaspoon vanilla extract
I envelope whipped topping mix, prepared, or 2
cups frozen whipped topping thawed
1 fresh whole nutmeg,
grated
Rum or Bourbon ( optional)
Pour milk into a large 1
gallon container; set
aside. Prepare pudding
mix according to package

Mrs. Opal Ariee Edwards, 88, Rt. 5, died today at 3 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The deceased was a
member of the New Concord Church of Christ
She was a custodian for
the Murray City Schools.
Born April 22, 1914, in
Henry County, Tenn., she
.was the daughter of the
late Stacker Taylor Hutson and Gertrude Lax
Hutson.
Mrs. Edwards is survived by her husband,
Derwood Edwards, to
whom she was married
on Aug. 5, 1929; one
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
Bailey,923 North 18th St.;
one son, Ralph Edwards,
Rt. 3; one foster son, Ray
Collie, Yale, Mich.; six
grandchildren.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Lela Edwards, Elm St., Murray,
Mrs. Pauline Adams,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Sue
Wynn, Briensburg, Mrs.
Ola Mae Thomas, Grand
Prairie, Texas, and Mrs.
Gladys Chilcutt, Detroit,
Mich.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in New Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight(Thursday).

Dentist
receives
sentence
•

BRANDENBURG, Ky.
(AP) — A circuit judge
has sentenced a Meade
County dentist to a twoyear prison term for
defrauding the Kentucky
Medical Assistance Program.
Dr. James Lucas of
Brandenburg became the
second Kentucky doctor
to be sentenced to prison
for Medicaid fraud on
Tuesday. Circuit Judge
Kenneth Goff denied a
motion by Lucas' attorney, Frank Haddad of
Louisville, that the dentist be placed on probation.
Lucas had pleaded guilty Sept. 2 to devising a
scheme to defraud the
program in 1979 and 1980.
Two of the four doctors
convicted of Medicaid
fraud in Kentucky have
been placed of five years'
probation. The only other
doctor sent to prison for
Medicaid fraud in Kentucky was sentenced to a
one-year prison term.

directions. stir Mie
Add sugar and vamilla,
stirring well. Fold w
ped topping into padding
mixture. Add grated
nutmeg. Chill overnield.
Add rum or bourbon So
each individual serving.
if desired. Yield: about

30.

Condsint first 3 Jim tsgstbor la large bowl pers. May be Mired in
dints in • asuo,and Mond well Serve AM retrigergier Serve 12 to
binding eat Add
Ida row favorite
vostar; cook ewer Ian
best stirring constastly,
raisture is cher and
dicksamd. Roam trent
heat. add rum Serve
over bread pudding
Yield: aboutIcaw

cup.

Starting At

4995"

b=r

Bram'131.
4 I 10-oence
imam chopped
I pound cheddar chem.
shredded
3 or 1 t IS ‘s-eunce) can
cheddar cheese soup
2 18 -ounce
San Fr—
cans
Broad Podding
mushrooms.chopped
Pudding:
2 2-eunce jars pimento.
1 pound loaf French sour- chopped
dough bread, broken into 23 cup sherry
Mix all ingredients
pieces
4½ cups milk
•••••••,..
2 eggs, lightly beaten
1'1 cups sugar
/
1
2 cup golden raisins
3 tablespoons butter,
softened
162 tablespoons vanilla
Whole Wheat Orange
extract
Bread
Soak bread pieces in
11
/
2 cups whole wheat
milk until softened. Comflour
bine bread mixture until
RANGING
11
/
2cups all-purpose flour
fairly smooth. Stir reDEMONSTRATIONS
34 cup sugar
maining ingredients into
1 to 2 tablespoons grated
Wel Show Yee
bread mixture. Pour mixorange rind
ture into a lightly greased
Mew Easy
2 teaspoons baking
12x9x2 inch baking dish.
powder
It Is
Bake at 325 degrees for 2
4
2 teaspoon salt
hours or until it is well
/
3
4 cup orange juice
browned. Serve warm, or
1,2 cup milk
cold with rum sauce.
it cup vegetable oil
Yield: 8servings.
imatu.pwrisa
1 egg, beaten
Rum Sauce:
VV ALLPAPIIII
't cup shredded coconut
1 cup firmly packed
3514 Low Oak Rd.
1 tablespoon sugar
brown sugar
ki teaspoon ground cinLOW OAK PLAZA
Hawaiian Chicken Salad b2 cup butter
namon
PADOCAN,
1
tablespoon
all-purpose
Combine first 6 ingre- 2cups pineapple chunks
21
/
2 cups diced cooked flour
1-6 111011-SAT
dients in a large mixing
/
1
2 cup boiling water
chicken
512-564-11101
bowl, stirring well. Add
13 to /
1
2cup ruin
11
/
2cups diced celery
juice, milk, oil, beaten
egg, and coconut; stir until moistened. Pour batter
into a well greased and
floured 9x5x3-inch loafpan. Combine sugar and
,d.
cinnamon; sprinkle on
top of batter. Bake at 350
degree for 60 to 65
DRUG STORES
minutes or until bread
...T1131/0
Ctr4 ,
tests done. Yield: 1 loaf.
Ws reserve the right to limit quantities. Prices good thy Dec. 13th.
Percolstor Punch
3,4 cup firmly packed lght
brown sugar
1 cup water
2 cups pineapple juice
2 cups cranberry juice
cocktail
1 cinnamon stick
1 teaspoon whole cloves
44 teaspoon salt
Dissolve sugar in
water; pour into an
elecric percolator. Add
juices. Place stand with
basket in percolator;
place spices in basket.
Perk. Serve hot. Yield: 12
cups.

Ford's
1982 Couriers
• "• ea

Blackberry Jam Cake
Cake:
2 cups applesauce
4 teaspoons soda
4 -cup butter
margarine, melted
1 cup blackberry jam
3 cups all-purpose flour
2 tablespoons cocoa
2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon salt
I teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground

Senate Republican
leaders, who control the
legislative schedule in the
Senate, had hoped to bring the measure to the
floor today in order to
keep the lame duck session of Congress moving
toward a Dec. 17 target
for adjournment.
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Gasoline tax hike bill
amended about levies
WASHINGTON(AP) —
President Reagan's
gasoline tax hike bill
headed for the Senate
floor under threat of a
filibuster after the Senate
Finance Committee
amended the measure to
limit proposed levies on
heavy trucks.

/
1
2 cup chapped touted
almonds
LI cup nmonneie
kt teaspoon salt
Combine all ingredients; to lightly. Spoon
into fresh pineapple
shells, or serve into lettuce cups. Yield: 4 servings
Vs:tubes: Basic recipe
very much the same, ncept add'. cup pineapple
juice to nisyonaise to
make a dressing. Also
add 1 cup chopped white
seedless grapes to salad.

leap rained
I rip dapped!wow
I boom'siftattract
Cossbina first 2 katp-e&Ste in a saumpon;
beat until mixture turns
dark. Remove from beat;
add Wier and jani.stirring wet Cambiums dry Ingredients with applesauce mixture, mixing
well. Stir in raisins,
pecans and vanilla; mix
well. Pour batter into 4
greased and floured 8inch cake pans. Bake at
350 degrees for 30
minutes or until done. Let
cool slightly in pans
before removing from
pans to a wire rack to cool
completely
Icing
/
1
2 cup margarine, softened
2 cups sugar
4 egg yolks
1 cup milk
2 cups chopped pecans
2cups raisins
2 cups shredded coconut
Cream margarine and
sugar in saucepan until
light; add egg yolks,
alternately with milk,
beating well. Fold in
pecans, raisins and
coconut. Cook over
medium heat, stirring
constantly, until slightly
thickened (about 10 to 15
minutes). Spread icing
between cake layers and
on top and sides of cake.
Yield: one-four layer
cake.
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Medical personnel report possible breakthrough in sickle-cell anemia research

BOSTON (AP) Medical researchers say
they have made a
breakthrough in the
disease sickle -cell
anemia with an experimental drug that appears to activate genes
dormant since birth.
The turned-on genes

reverse the trend of the
disease, which affects
some 25,000 black
Americans, the researchers say.
The researchers used a
drug called 5-azacytidine
that already has been
testbd extensively as a
cancer medicine, but

they warned that much
more study is needed
before the drug could be
prescribed routinely to
treat sickle cell anemia,
an often-fatal disease
that affects mostly
blacks.
It significantly reduced the tendency of sickled

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
KLINT KELL Y

MAYFIELD K,'.247 0673 or 1-800-592-3488

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP)(USDA ) -Estimated receipts cattle and calves
200. represented slaughter classes
mostly steady . limited sales of feeders
steady early
Slaughter steers good 2 12651ba 51 50,
slaughter cows utility 1-3 23.0-311.59,
cutter 1-2 30.46-32.50. canner and cutter
015-34.00 , good vealers
under Sal lbs.
240 lbs. 61 IN
Feeder steers medium frame 1-2
meetly 2 335100 lbs 17 00-55.50; 540-700
lbs 521043.00, heifers mediurn frame
1-2 100400 Ws 40.2543 50. 400-700 Its
41.5046 90
Vat the week slaughter steers 50-75
lower; slaughter heifers 50-1 40 lower.
slaughter cows and bulls mostly steady
the west; slatuthter calves

Hog market

and vesSece 3 40-S 00 higher, feeder
steers 1.00-2.611 lower_ heifers 1 00-2 00
lower,istnances of 3.00 lower
Hags 7410; barrows and eta 2.00-3 50
higher; 1-2211-310 lbs. 26.90-66.20; 2131'
203 lbs. 26.2046.114; 2-3 231-250 lbs. 2000$5.50; 20-310 lbs. $4 044 90. 3 VO-10
Its 53,30-64.,0 sows under 40lbs. 23-50
lower, over 500 lbs. mostly steady to
weak; 1-2 330-40 lbs. 43.7544.04; 400-500
lbs. 14.0044.50, few up to 15.50; KO-400
lbs 45.00-46.00, few up to 46.30; 3 and
medium 405400 Ibis 12.5043 00; boars
over 301/ lbs. 43.01
For the week • barrows and gilts firm
to 50 higher, sows 1 00-2.00 lower
Sheep untested
For the week few sales near steady

Federal-Stole Market Mews Service
December 0,1903
Kentucky Purchase Arai Hog Martel
Resort factories. BeYINI
Receipts Act. 4,7 Est. 7011&stow
Barrows & Gilts
Mostly 31.61
sr Sows 36-1 bigher adveneegioa9.1leer 60
US l-Inkria&
04.046.0
US 211.411111.110.
5110.10
US 2 Malta
114.10-it
US 2-3 r427111bs
$53.1.44.0
Sow.
US 1-2 MM.kba
011142.0
US 1-3 700-0 kr.
$413143.0
US 1-3004111110.
.12.044.30
US 1-3 WOO Its.
$44.0-111.110
overi011lbs. 47.0
US 2-3 abill•is.
141 042.14
Boars37.4114110

cell, to form," Dr. Arthur Bethesda, Md. A report New England Journal of described as "a major
Medical School, who
W. Nienhuis, one of the on the work was publish- Medicine.
new step" by Dr. Edward wrote an accompanying
researchers, said of the ed in today's issue of the
The treatment was J Benz Jr. of Yale editorial in the journal.
treatment. "There was
an increase in the
number of normal cells."
So far, the doctors have
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
used it on only two people
with sickle cell disease
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
and three with
GM PARTS
thalassemia, a
sometimes-fatal disorder
found in people of the
Mediterranean and
Southeast Asia. Both are
caused by defects in the
genes that control production of hemoglobin,
the substance that carries oxygen and makes
blood red.
1972 Chevrolet Belair
In the treatment, the
4
% To 50% Off
door,
block, block interior, automatic
scientists used 5AM-FM radio, 1 owner.
azacytidine to activate a
Free Gift Wrap
spare set of genes that ordinarily oversee the production of hemoglobin only in fetuses as their
Downtown Ct. Sq. Across
bodies are developing.
From The Bank of Murray
The treatment was
641 S. Murray
753-2617
tested by doctors from
the National Heart, Lung
KC:
and Blood Institute in
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Baby Swiss
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SPECIAL

High schools expand sex education studies
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Topics that
previously were off-limits
to 10th-graders are included in a revised sexeducation program in
Lexington's high schools.
Fayette County public
schools have offered sex

education SEDCt 111U, but
are addressing the issues
of birth control, homosexuality,, abortion and
masturbation for the first
time.
Sophomores at Bryan
Station and Tates Creek
high schools began the

Friends help with house
WINCHESTER, Ky.
(AP) — In a matter of
minutes, a fire claimed
the life of John Wright's
wife and destroyed the
small house where the
couple had lived for 25
years.
Without insurance to
help him rebuild, he was
forced to leave familiar
surroundings and move
in with a daughter in
Texas.
The 67-year-old retired
farmer didn't like his
three-month stay in the
Lone Star State. He missed his friends, and he admitted that his grandchildren made him nervous. He wanted to come
back to Clark County.
Edith McClanahan,
Wright's 73-year-old
sister, began searching
for an apartment for him.
The cheapest arrangement she could find was a
small room in a boarding
house. Room and board
was $300 a month — $40
more than Wright's income from Social Security.
Then Mrs. McClanahan
lad a better idea. Since
her brother still owned
the lot where his house
once stood, why not build
another one there?
Without disclosing her
plans to Wright, she
enlisted the help of
another brother, Woody,
65, and his wife, Emma.
Knowing little more
than the business end of a
hammer, they went to
work Aug. 31 on what
would be John Wright's

new home.
They pooled their
resources to buy lumber
and pay a carpenter to
erect the frame of the
house and install the
plumbing so it could meet
inspection codes. An electrician put in the wiring
free of charge.
Word of what was happening got around town
and friends dropped in to
help with the project,
Mrs. McClanahan said.
Donations of furniture
trickled in — a bathtub
here, a stove and a television set there.
Finally, except for a
few finishing touches, the
house was ready for
unveiling. It had a front
porch, a living room,
bedroom, bathroom and
kitchen. Big enough for
one person.
Still in the dark, John
Wright returned to Winchester last week to what
he thought would be an
apartment his sister had
located.
Mrs. McClanahan,
along with Woody and
Emma Wright, drove him
to the site of his former
home. Just a little trek
down memory lane, they
said.
Mrs.McClanahan told
what happened next:
"What's that house doing on my lot," John
Wright asked, confused.
"Looks like somebody
built right on my lot."
His sister suggested
they take a look "to see
what they did with this
house."

three-week pregram on
May. Their counterparts at Lafayette and
Henry Clay will start the
program after
Christmas,.
Parents can veto a
child's participation in
the class, but school officials said only one Tates
Creek student had been
excluded.
Irene Green, who said
she became pregnant at
16 and has a 5-month-old
daughter, was among the
studentd in the Bryan Station class
"I think this is a good
experience," Miss Green
said. "I was going to
learn by street talk and
that's how I became a
mother. This should be
taught in junior highs as
well as senior highs."
Joe Colombia, 15, of
Tates Creek, said the
course is "a pretty good
idea" since teen-agers
must learn to deal with

Ills could help them know
what's going en," said
Kiss Langtr,
"Some people think
they alma* Wow all
about this sad loaddas it
is a lout cause. But Moat
might bap own people is
if they taught hew tflo cope
with something NM this.
"Parents try to keep it
hush-hush," she said
"You really have to talk
about it."
Several Bryan Station
students said they
thought information
about birth control was
the most important facet
of the revised program.
Students "have fears
about itInd they put it off
because they think they
won't get caught," said
Sharon Stewart, 16.
Shawn Munsen, 16, of
Tates Creek said his
parents had some reservations about letting him
take the course.
"But my dad came and
Sex.
looked at the books and
Classmate Julie Lein- they decided that they
inger agreed.
thought I was old enough
"A lot of teen-agers are to handle this," Munsen
faced with having sex and said.
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Just Fill Out The Handy Coupon Below For
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Don't miss
The Tri-Star
Basketball Competition

Sat. Dec. 11
9:00 a.m.
MURRAY MIDDLE
SCHOOL GYM
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GIFT TO YOUI
HIS THURSDAY FRIDAY & SATUR DA
RECLINERS FOR THE PRICE OF 1
BUY ONE RECLINER AT SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE GET THE SECOND
RECLINER ABSOLUTELY

LARGE CHOICE OF COVERS &
STYLES IN EITHER ROCKER RECLINER
OR WALL HUGGERS.
TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDING

P
"11
AO

LAZ401r
& KROEHLER

BUY ONE FOR YOURSELF & GIVE THE
OTHER AS A GIFT OR BRING A
FRIEND, BUT DON'T MISS
THIS SALE!

THURSDAY FRIDAY St SATURDAY
OPEN 9-8 THURS. SR FRI.
•
-5 SAT.

DUNN
FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
U.S.641 North

753-3037

.07
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Canine education
Q. I have been trying to
get my dog to walk on
Lead but he is very stubborn. He runs ahead and
pulls no matter how hard
I jerk the choke chain. It
doesn't seem to bother
him when I jerk him even
though I have the chain
choker just like the instruction book showed. I
have the right size and
have it on correctly. What
am I doing wrong?
A. The chain choke collar is probably one of the
most abused training in-

struinents on the market.
It was designed at a time
when they were primarily training service dogs
who had previous schooling and were ready for
additional training. Today we are dealing with a
variety of breeds, sizes,
and individual variations
in dogs that make the
chain choke outdated.
Here's why. It doesn't
work for dogs that have
exceptionally high pain
thresholds. And many of
our hunting and working
.11100.ww

BOBBY WOLFF
breeds as well as some of
the smaller breeds (not to
mention the numerous
varieties of crosses),
have exceptionally high
physical pain thresholds.
It is difficult for most people to determine their
pets threshold for
physical pain unless the
dog gets hurt and they
are amazed at how brave
it is, because most dogs
do have a relative low
emotional pain threshold.
Dogs generally want to
please people and

become upset when the
person they are attached
to becomes upset,
regardlers of the
reason. In addition to the
obvious fact that the
collar is ineffective with
many dogs there is the
not so well known fact
that it causes deep muscle bruses that frequently
remain with the dog
throughout its life. These
bruses are masked by the
dog's thick skin and coat,
but there they are none
the less. They are thought

contribute to many dog's
neck pains and cancers
and tumors around the
neck areas in later life.
Early puppy training
with a leather collar is by
far the best method of
teaching a dog to walk on
a loose lead along your
left side. Food to encourage and reward the
puppy get's the fastest
and most successful
results. If you have passed this stage and still
want to get the dog on a
loose lead, you will have

.
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Exciting, Educational Color Computer

Cordless Phone Puts It
All In Your Hand!Shack

TRS-80e 161< Color Computer by Radio Shack

ET-320 by Radio

Save $100

RangeUp to 50-Foot
or Out
Indoors
Use It

Reg. 399.95
Dial
Answer, Hang Up and
Without
Handset
the
From
Trailing, Tangling Cords

• Vivid Color Graphics
• Dramatic Sound Effects

Calendar printed.

PLANTATION
10 00 A.M. at the Farm
30 Yorkslure Boars
20 Yorkshire Gilts
30!Juror Boars
30 Duroc Gilts
10 Yorks Doroc Open Gilts
10 York Bred Gills Bred to Duroc
Home of Record setting Test Station
Pen of Boars as History of Missouri Test
Program.

Pop in an instant-loading
As
Program Pak"' for thrilling Seen on
video games, to set up a
TV
budget or teach your kids.
in
program
BASIC.
Learn to
Expand anytime-add
more memory, printer or
Joysticks for greater fun
with games. #26-3004

Auto-Redial, mute button, built-in batteries
base
with recharger in surflat
on
rests
Base
standface or fits over
for
jack
modular
ard
wall mounting. FCC
registered. #43-268

The last thing we learn
to read is the handwriting
to use other types of the time to analyze why on the wall
- Arnold
training collars to get fast your dog is not respon- Glasow
results. Do not use collars ding to your commands,
with sharp nails on the in- and then correct the proDeclarer missed a sure
side as these will also cedure. Obedience
in his play of today s bad
bet
undersyou
help
damage a dog's neck classes
game However
breaking
muscles. Most special tand your dog's behavior when the opponents are
communicate
training collars requires and how to
active in the bidding. one
some initial instruction in your desires in a humane should prepare himself for
their use but are relative- yet effective manner.
unusual distribution.
For further informa- South won his heart ace.
ly easy to train with once
tion: SASE to Mary drew three rounds of
you know how.
So, to summarize. Your Adelman, Rd. 2 Box 54B, trumps and led a low club to
dog has a physical pain Hazel, Ky. 42049 or call dummy's queen East discarded and South knew he
threshold that may be SO2-436-2858.
was in trouble. A second
high, low or somewhere
lub went to West's nine and
in between. He also has a
South was forced to ruff
mental or emotional pain
threshold that will range ROCHESTER, N.Y. with his last trump. Another
from high, low or in bet- (AP) - A calendar club went to West's jack and
ween. The combination of featuring graphic "health a third round of hearts
these two elements make messages" by forced dummy's last trump.
the dog easy or hard to schoolchildren is publish- With no trumps left in either
train with traditional ed annually by the hand and the ace of clubs
methods. Your dog is not Department of Pediatrics still at large, there were no
"hard headed" or "stub- of the University of hopes left and South's game
short.
born", he can very easily Rochester Medical fell two
vulnerable weak
East's
be insensitive to your Center.
overcall should have
Jump
"Healthy
The
1983
be
can
he
Or
commands.
put some handwriting on the
so sensitive to them that Habits for Strong
wall. Vulnerable opponents
calendar
Children"
fear
he is overcome with
preempts unless they
avoid
and cannot function at displays children's ar- have some distribution.
of
s
interpretation
tistic
all. If you are having proPreempts or not, declarer
blems with your dog, it how to keep healthy -for should have played the clubs
could be any one of these example, by using seat safely to make the game.
reasons. All of them are belts and eating good When declarer leads the
correctable if you take food.
first club towards dummy.
he should buy some insurTHE "GOOD DAY"SALES
ance and cover whatever
I DAY - WILLOW SPRINGS, MISSOURI - 1 card West plays. West's six
TOWN
is covered by dummy's eight
and West is now held to only
THURSDAY,DECEMBER 16, 1982
two club tricks.
CLEAN AIR - CLEAN WATER - CLEAN HOGS
What if dummy's eight
Each of our different sow herds has a recent negative test to PRV so the pigs us
lost to a singleton nine?
had
the sale can move across most state Imes with so difficulty. Two of the greatest
meets of this area are our clean air and freedom from disease.
It would not matter. The
For buyer convenience, two neighboring breeders are holding their mayor
defenders would get only
purebred sales the same day, same town, Come to the friendly bogs in four breeds
two clubs and a diamond
TESTED.
PERFOMANCE
and a warm,all-day welcome. ALL BOARS
and declarer would have his
THE -GOOD AFTERNOON'•
THE 'GOOD MORNING"
10 tricks
SALE HINDS FARM
SALE PIG PAUL'S
I2-9-A

NORTH
1:30 at the Farm
•A Q 7 2
30 Hampshire Boon
V83
20 Yorkshire Boars
20 Landrace Boars
•J 9 7 3
30 Ha mpature Gilts
•Q 8 2
30 Yorkshire Gilts
30 Landrace Gifts
EAST
WEST
30 York x Landrace Bred Gilts Bred to
*83
45 5 4
Ramp Boar 12 Pig Guarantee
11.1 5 2
VKQI0964
150 Von s Landrace Gilts Littennates
•Q 10 R
to National Show Winners and Top Indexing •K 2
Test Station Boars
. 4....
4 A .1 9 ti
SOUTH
•K J 109
VA
•A 4
4K 1075 43

FfIwa7

TV and Program Pak not included

Remote-Control Phone Answerer
DUI5FONEe TAD-112 by Radio Shack

Maybe bunching these two important sales on the same day is a nutty idea. Our
aim is to save hogmecia lot of time and travel. We're offering a big selection of the
kind of hogs you want. in four mayor breeds. Buy what you need in one "GOOD
DAY!" Cooperative delivery available the week following the sale, We will take a
truck to Des Moines, la.. OkJahoma City, Ok.. Effingham,Ill. and Memphis. Tii

Exclusive Talking Clock Deluxe LCD
VoxClock" by Micronta Calculator
EC-273 byftadio Shack

Save
$10 40%Off
4995

Never
Misses a
Call!

Reg. 59.95
Remote control lets you call from any
phone to hear messages. Records up
to 120 calls. Built-in mike. #43-247

1195
Reg. 19.95

Tap the button-a voice tells
the time followed by "a.m." or
"p.m." Or set it to announce
on the hour. #63-902
Batteries extra

Battery for remote extra

Cali vs if you need room,
reservations or help in anyway.
....11111RUJAJAISRARITE OR CALL:

Square root, percent and
sign-change keys. Auto
power-off. With batteries,
billfold case. #65-683

LOTS OF LOW-PRICED ELECTRONIC TOYS & GAMES!

P P PORK PLANTATION, INC.
Phone: 417-469-2063
Farm 34 mile south of
Jct. 60 & 63 East of
WILLOW SPRINGS MO. 65793
HINDS FARM
Phone: 417-469-2029
Rt. 2, Box 55
WILLOW SRPINGS, MO. 65793

Vulnerable Both. Dealer.
South. The bidding.
North
14
3*
Pass

West
South
Pass
14
311
2*
44• • Pass

East

Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart deuce
Bid with The Aces
12-9-B

South holds

• .1 1 0 9
1
1,

\4•
K 10 7 5 4 3

South

North
•

ANSWER:One spade. Do not
bypass a good four card
major in favor of rebidding
a six card minor

Six Exciting Video Games in One
'by Radio Shack
TV SCOREBOARD,

Reg. 29.95
Computerized gridiron action! LED
"players" run, pass and kick for four
quarters of fun. Normal and Pro
speeds. Action sound. #60-2156
Batteries extra

Reg. 39.95
pistol
beam
light
Aim the "45"
for Skeet or Target. Play Tennis,
Squash, Hockey or Practice.
Attaches easily to any TV.
Batteries extra
#60-3061
4
1
/

Fun-Filled Toys for
the Kids on Your List!

295.1595
As

Low-Priced Gifts for
Stuffing Stockings!
Holiday Bug. Special Purchase
3 99
#60-2381
4.95
Space Pistol. #60-2369
Blackjack. Special Purchase
5.95
#60-2353
FM Microphone. #60-?j09
6.95
Pocket Repeat. Reg. 10.95.
Sale 7.95
#60-2152
Monkey See Calculator. Special
7 95
Purchase. #60-1013
Lamborghini Racer. #60-2377 . 7.99
Fireman's Helmet. #60-3005. . . 7.99
Cosmic 1000 Fire-Away. Reg. 39.95.
Sale 29.95
#60-2165

AM Radios Built Into
Unusual Packages

Soft, furry "animals" make great companions for
youngsters. Auto buffs will really go for the '31
Rolls replica. Exterior controls make 'em easy to
use. Batteries extra
12.9
Cuddly Cat. #12-983
13.9
Pekingese. #12-967
13.9
Raccoon. #12-971
#12-977
Terrier.
White
14.9
Country Mouse. #12-975
Rolls Royce Replica. Reg. 19.95.
Sale 14.9
#12-963
15.9
Chow Dog. #12-986

Radio-Control Vehicles-Thrill-a-Minute Action!
By Radio Shack

Scramb
Eggs, Sausage,
Hash Browns and
English Muffin
Egg McMuffin"

Corvette Racer. #60-3082
Mustang. #60-3078 .
Combat Tank. #60-3009
Lamborghini Racer. #60-3043 .
Corvette Stingray. #60-3079 . .
Toyota Land Cruiser. #60-3081
Porsche 935 Turbo. #60-3045.
Batteries extra
All npp,Rto

11.95
19.95
24.95
29.95
39.95
59.95
69.95

27 MHz except 190-307R 49 UHt

Check Your Phone Book for the Raehe Itsztek Store or Dealer Nearest You

,/Hol Cakes

and
Sausage
Now any
McDonald's breakfast
entree is less than a dollar. A
good, solid meal. Al a good 10,..

price.

107 N. 12th
753-5548
Murray, KY

•
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$50 and 10 minutes all that's needed for Las Vegas weddings
By ROBERT MACY
AP Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — In tuxedos and
elegant gowns, barefoot
and in bathing suits,
couples flock to the Clark
County Courthouse at all
boars of the dsy and
night, matrimony on
their minds.
Despite a recession
that has battered the
economy of this gambling
city, county officials
estimate some 58,000
marriage licenses, nearly
160 a day, will be issued
at the downtown courthouse this year. Last
year, 56,510 were issued,
says County Clerk Loretta Bowman.
The increase has oc-

curred during troubled
times for Las Vegas.
Nearly 13 percent of the
people in Clark C.ounty -about 32,000 — are out of
work. Tourism has
slackened because of the

soft ecanakny, higher air- the ftrat to flock to this
fares and competition desert maks to tie the knot
from Atlantie City.
because of liberal
But that hamil stopped Nevada marriage lam —
the marriage no blood testa, no waiting
ceremesdes.
period — and the atlasHollywood stars were dant publicity

Former state prosecutor
testifies in McSurely trial

•

The cost today for a
short civil mummy —
Ilki and IS minstes tram.
Ucenses cost $25 sed
can be purchased at the
courthouse from $ a.m. to
midnight Monday
through Thursday, and
around the clock 'May,
Saturday and Sunday.
About IA percent of
those who buy a license
are from California
Arizona ranks second.
Gone are the days when
the marrying was done
by justices of the peace
who could make $100,000
a year on the services_
"At one time it was the
prize office because they
made more money than
the governor," says the
Rev. Mel Pekrul of the
First Baptist Church.
"They just sat there and
banged out those weddings all day long."
Now marriage commissioners — eight paid
county employees — have
taken over that role. They
will perform marriages
for $25 during regular office hours (II to 5 Monday
through Friday) or for
$30 at other times.
About 20 percent of the

city's marriages are performed by theme cessity
allicials, Ma Bowman
satimailes.
"It's really more Ube
babel assitemeed than bolas married." Petrel
says of the civil
ceremsalm ID the tworoom of
Religious services are
performed by about MO
ministers who must be
certified by the county.
In addition to ordained,
denominational ministers
there are what Petry'
and others refer to as
"Marryin Sams" ministers licensed by the
county who deal mainly
In the lucrative marriage
trade
"I know one who hiskis
his services each Sunday
In a hotel room and
blesses finger sandwiches for anyone passing by,''Pekrul said
Most of the nondenominational ministers
are on call at two dome
wedding chapels around
the city.
One of the moat popular
chapels is the Little
Church of the West at the
south end of the Las

Vegas Strip
In the past our decades
a host of stars have exchanged vows there. including Betty G ra Ole
Harry James. Mk-key
Roomy I five times i.
Ways* Newton, Robert
Goole. Ano MlBs, JedY
Garland. Mamie nemmg and Bob Cammings
Merle Richards who
started out as • wedding
photographer and later
purchased the popular
chapel. says 50 or 80
couples are married
there on an average
weekend
The record is a 127marriage marathon at
the chapel on Valentine's
Day 1142
"They were standing in
line. waiting to be run
in," Richards recalled
And you have to have •
little finesse when you
push'em out the door "
He estimates the
church has been the
scene of 250,000 marriages since it was opened just prior to World
War II.
The Rev Richard Allen
Glister II, one of the city's more active non-

osiwialsas, recently mar
tied a celiqpie at 1730
am la•liatousine patted cm a road overbOoittiag
the city
And he performed a
double wedding for
nierribers of an Ohio
abotorrycie gang passing
through the city
There have been mar•
in boats. airrraft.
casinos and avrirnmisd

pools
WASHINGTON(AP) — testified they destroyed unreasonable searches
Although ministers are
A former Kentucky pro- all the documents taken and seizures
and the Kenprovided
as part of a
secutor has testified that train their home to keep tucky sedition law was
chapel's wedding
a "plan of action" to in- them from falling in Mc- held unconstitu
tional.
pecker!, the bndegroom
filtrate schools, destroy Clellan's hands.
A federal court also
is
encouraged to Up the
churches and discredit The McSurelys, now reversed a contempt
of
minister The chapel
local officials was seized divorced, went to Congress convicti
on
packages can also Infrom two civil rights Pikeville in April, 1967, to against the
McSurelys
clude rings, flowers,
workers who contend gain support among poor after they
refused to
photos.•recording, gown
their constitutional rights whites for the black cooperate
and tuxedo rentals.
with Mcwere violated.
power movement, and to Clellan's Senate Permalimousine service, a live
Marrs Allen May, a organize them against nent Subcommittee
organist or taped mueir,
on Informer county attorney the local political power vestigatio
and a videotape of the
ns.
for Pike County, told a structure, including coal
services
The defendant dropped
U.S. District Court jury mine operators.
And entertainmenthas
from the case Tuesday
on Tuesday that he recall- The couple fought the was Donald F. O'Donnell
ranged from a 839-voice
,
ed reading the document raid and the Kentucky former chief
choir packed into a *counsel of
before a court proceeding sedition law in the courts the subcommi
seat chapel to the Harttee. U.S.
in 1967 for Alan and — and won. The raid was District Judge
monicats to the late
William B.
Margaret McSurely.
Mario Lanza who used to
declared in violation of Bryant ruled there was
The McSurelys are their Fourth Amendment insufficient evidence
enjoy showing up unanseeking damages from protection against against him.
nounced at
hapel
Fruces Drake
another ex-Kentucky proceremonies
FRIDAY,
FOR
secutor, Thomas Ratliff,
DECEMBER 10. 1982
the estate of late Sen.
What kind of day will tomor- John McClellan, D-Ar
k.
row be? To find out what the and two
former Senate
stars say, read the forecast employee
s. A third exgiven for your birth sign.
Senate aide was dropped
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KENTUCKY
as a defendant Tuesday.
ARIES
McClellan became in(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) "14
14 terested in the
McSurelys
Partnership activities are
favorable, but avoid a fight while investigating race
with a friend over money. riots and convinced the
Maintain conservative finan- Senate to hold the couple
in contempt of Congress
cial tactics.
when they refused to proTAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) bia'duce their documents for
Some meet with romance on his investigation.
the job. Now's the time to br- May was the first
ing projects to completion. defense witness, called
Stress logic rather than by lawyers for Ratliff,
who was in charge of protemperament.
GEMINI
secuting the McSurelys
(May 21 to June 20) no"
.on a charge of sedition —
Romantic interests . are advocating the overthrow
All
30% to
All Diamonds and Rubies
highlighted, but there may be of the Kentucky and U.S.
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responsibility and stress
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If something is bothering
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to discredit local ofa loved one. You find extra
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"There was a play about
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a corrupt school
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superintendent."
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PERFECT STUFFERS
FOR HIS CHRISTMAS
STOCKING!

Overrated celebrities nominated

RIDGEFIELD, Conn
( AP ) - Pablo Picasso.
Eleanor Roosevelt. Norman Mailer. Le Corbusier ( nee Charles
Edouard Jeanneret). Phil
Donahue. Edward Teller.
`The nominations keep
STACK-ON TOOL CABINETS
VISEGRIP TV/1/4-PAK
pouring in for the Most
6-Drawer Chest
A Horne & Hobby To Set with
Overrated
Celebrities of
26" x 12'... z 14 . hect
new long nose locking pliers and
•
"IA.:popular 7" curved-leaf model. Both Our Time.
SALE $93.95
a
"Corbusier, the father
have WM in wire cutter
Rog $12995
of urban blight and the
Part #213H
8°M fm °MY
modern parking garage,
Part siCHCF-206
Rog $1780 is to architecture what a
GREAT NECK 40-PC. SOCKET SET
Salvation Army band is to
SAE and Metric set with spark plug attachments
the Chicago Symphony,"
SALE ft& ark Reg $1294
writes Jonathan Weldon
484./.1-1U
from Houston:Texas.
3-Drawer Rollaway
GREAT NECK 7-PC.
As for Picasso, "I
261
/
2" x 18" x 311
/
2 Pugh
SCREWDRIVER SET
wouldn't
let that Spanish
SALE $109.95
Has both Philips and
dauber paint the new
standard heads with high
Reg $14750
bathroom we're adding wnpact handles.
he'd probably scribble all
SALE
BUY BOTH
Part illG7K over the ceiling and leave
•
FOR ONLYI
splotches on the tub,"
Rog. $12.94
contributes Mildred
Cohen- from Riverdale,
N.Y.

$11.95

$699

$189.95

My little essay a few
weeks ago on mediainflated egos in our society provoked a cataclysm
of unrestrained curmudgeonry throughout
the land, especially in the
hills around Hollywood
where a torrent of
theatrical agents,
publicists, screen writers
and similar show biz
types leaped to respond.
From the "House of
Cards" ( whatever that
is) in Burbank, Calif.,
Parker Sheaffer (could
that be a pen name?) proposed for deserved oblivion a cast of
"caricatures of
themselves that included
Ethel Merman, Lucille
Ball, Diana Ross ("the
real sparrow"), Truman
Capote ("isn't there a
rest home for has-been
celebrity novelists?")
and among others from

804 Chestnut

753-6664
The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

SPARKOMATIC CAR SOUND SYSTEM
SCHRADE BEAR PAW KNIFE
81
/
2" overall length Folding lock
back knife with sheath

SALE

$19.95

40 wan complete system featunng 4
components. SR 3000Cassette AM FM Stereo
SK 400/Door Mount Stereo Speaker Set LC
52/40 Watt Power Booster
Bonus Sparkornalic Head Cleaner Cassette

SALE
Reg $3495

$99 95

Reg $14995

IMPORT OR $12.95 ea
DOMESTIC

CHILTON CAR MANUALS
Easy to follow tune-up guides that
cover all motor automotive systems.
1976-1983 Domestic Car Manual
Part #7200 Reg. $18.95
1976-1983 Import Car Manual
Part #7240 Reg $19.95

$299

Pizza,
Spaghetti &
Garlic Bread
11:30-2
Mon.-Fri,
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti Special

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW IS ALL PRO.

ALL

504 Maple
Murray, KY
Phone: 753-4461

For Our
Luncheon
Buffett
All You
Can Eat

At participating All Pro stores only while supplies last. Otter ends Dec. 27, 1982.

I.K.T. Auto Parts

TV Steve Allen ("stop
taking bows for the
''Tonight Show."
Everyone knows it was
Jack Pear who gave it
class and bowed out at
the zenith. All would-be
followers have been carbon copies..").
In evaluating contestants for our losertake-all celebrity game,
readers suggested a high
hype count in novelist
Mailer ("even his
autobiography will be a
non-book," says Owen
Shulman of New
Orleans), talk show host
Donahue ("a coyote smiling up from the carcass of
other people's problerns") in the opinion of
Dale Lesson of Staten
Island, N.Y.), Eleanor
Roosevelt (whose selection by several correspondents, including
Agnes O'Rourke of

Monday Night
Lasagna Special
All You Can Eat
"
$2

AUTO PARTS®

mulligan
stew
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
Freeport, N.Y., brings
warm endorsement from
British pundit Malcolm
Muggeridge in his
fascinating
autobiography
"Chronicles of Wasted
Time").
John Utvich, a management consultant in San
Marino, Calif., pro-.
nounces himself "shocked and dismayed to see
that you have omitted
several windbags, whited
sepulchres, etc., from
your celebrity list please add Edward
Teller, Milhaus the Moral
Midget and Nancy
Reagan."
If you agree with Sondra Steele of Tarzana,
Calif., that "it really is
about time someone had
the courage to speak out
on our super egomaniacs
and brought some
celebrity-awed folk out of
their awe-dom," the lists
are still open for further
nominations. We will also
entertain nominations for
the most underrated
celebrities of our generation.
PARTITIONING
The United Nations
voted in 1947 for the partitioning of Palestine.
SOUTrirEllEN
In 1967, Aden and South
Arabia ended 128 years of
British rule and became
the independent state of
South Yemen.

He
ad
Qua
rte
rs
FAMIL

753-2266
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Y HAIR CARE CENTER
ANNOUNCES ITS CHRISTMAS AT THE SOUTH POLE SPECIAL Is
A REDKEN CHRISTMAS SALE
715 S. 12th Street

OMp00:
Solve

$525

Phinal Phase

$025

Ultriance

$325

Ultriance

$925

Extreme Protein Pak

4 oz. Reg.'3.75 Sale $275

oz. Reg.'7.75 Sole

,olve

16.9 oz. Rog. 96.50 Sale

lypro-L

oz. Reg.'4.75 We

lypro-L

liter Rog. 94.25 Solo

4 oz.'6.25 Sole

6 oz. Reg. 4.25 Sole $275

ellasheen

16 oz. Reg.'5.50 Sale

$325

Luxury Items:

mino Pon Original formals

8 oz. Reg.'3.00 Sole $

Pique cologne (Porte She)

6 oz. Reg.'4.25 Sale $275
liter Reg.'14.25

'K for Men's Thinning Hair

6 oz. Reg.'4.25 Sale

air Spray:
mino Pon Fine meta

13 oz. Reg.'4.50 Sala

mino Pon Firm Hold (Mon-Aereso1).. 8 oz. Reg.'5.25 Sole
13 oz. Rag.'5.00 Sale

:io-Sprae'
Itriance

13 oz. Reg.'5.00 Selo

Pique Cologne Spray

$/00
v

3 oz. Reg. 13.25 Sale $225

RK Men's Bar

5 oz. Reg. 4.25 Sale

$175

Climatress

1 5 N.tog.'3.75 Sale $25°

Climatress

4 oz. Reg '6.00 Sole $400

77S

$

$425

P.P.T. "S-77"

4 oz. leg 16.50 $idi

P.P.T. "S-77"

Sex. Reg '9.50 Sole $625

1

Pedicures

Rog.'6"
C 00
Now •0

Reg.'20"

14"

5100
V

Facial

$4/00
S oz. Reg. 14.25 Sale V

$525
5 oz. Reg. '7.735.1.

Rog.'10"

oF

Amino Pon Beauty Bar
Amino Pon Hand & Body lotion
RK lit for Thinning Hair
Prescription Samplers

9 oz. Reg.'11.75 sok

Manicures with
Redken Nail
Polish

Now $

RK Balanced Cleansing Bar

$350

C00

Now

12"

RK Men's Bar

RK Men's Bar WI Travel Case

$

Reg.:gee

2 oz. Reg. 96.25 Sale $

4 oz. Reg.'8.50 Sole $650

$l
so
V

• econditioners:

Climatress

Steel Studs

v. oz. Reg.'9.25 Sale

Pique Beauty Bar

$925

3SO
$')50
16 oz. Reg.'5.00 Sale V

Urnatress

9 oz. Rog.'14.50 Sale $ 1 225

RK for Men's Thinning Hair Treatment. 1.5 oz. Reg.'3.50 Sole si,so

$ oz. Reg.'435 Sale

mino Pon Concentrate

275

1 5 oz. Reg.'4.25 Sale $

$550

ssture

Amino Pon Concentrate

it

16.9 oz. Reg.'21.50 Saki $1525

Extreme Protein Pak

Jellasheen

$'A 00

Ear Piercing
With 24 KT. Gold
Plated Surgical

RK Lip Conditioner
Nail Polish

3 oz. Reg. 13.00 Sok

Reg.'15.75 Sole $1 150

$725

Reg.'1030 Sole •

20°

.14 oz.:eg.'3.00 Selo $

Vs oz. Rog.'6.75 Sale

Helene Curtis
Reg.'34"
Vail-Temp II
Now $2850
Curling Irons
with Spring Clamp

$323

$450

RK Airset Styling lotion

sin.leg.'4.25 Selo $100
v

RK Men's

3 el. Reg.'3.25 Sale

Dross* Gel

Now $75°

oz. Rog. 15.25 Sole $400

'4.75 Solo

RK Nail Success

$225

with makeup
$1000

$q
so
a

Vent-Brush

Rog.'4"
Now

$925
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Kennedy Center
honors five
with medallions
WASHINGTON(AP)1Alliart Gish, Benny Goodman,Gene Kelly, Eugene
Ormendy and George Abbott, recipients of this
year's Kennedy Center
Hairs, were in a rather
unaccustomed seat Sunday night - the audience
- listening while stars
from Broadway to grand
opera honored them.
Betty Buckley, star of
"Cats" on Broadway,
sang "Memory" from
that show, to honor them
all and start a two-hour
program in Kennedy
Center's Opera House.
President and Mrs.
Reagan attended. Seats,
at $300, had been sold out
for months, benefitting
the Kennedy Center by
$500,000, said Claudette
Colbert.
The show was taped by
CBS-TV for showing on
Christmas night.
The five honorees had
been presented their
medallions Saturday
night at a banquet in their
honor at the State Department. Cary Grant, who
was an honoree last year,
read their official citations and Roger L.
Stevens, Kennedy Center
chairman, placed the
medallions on broad ribbons around the necks of
the recipients.
Miss Buckley was introduced by master of
ceremonies Walter
Cronkite, who said, "A
grateful nation honors
five Americans whose
career contributions to
the performing arts have
enriched our lives."
The audience also
heard a recorded speech
by Reagan, a briefer version of the one he gave at
6 p.m. in the East Room
of the White House at a
reception honoring the
five. He called them
"dreamers who made
their dreams come true
for the rest of us." He
went on,"The years they
devoted to their crafts
lifted our lives from the
commonplace to share
the sublime."
As pictures from
George Abbott's past
were shown, director
Harold Prince said,
"Producer, director, actor, author, play doctorMr. Abbott is 95 with only
120 shows to his name."
Then a quartet of actors who worked for Ab-
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Diabetes test confusion

II*the
For Poinsettias

Lawriiiwil E. Laamb.111.D.

bott on Broadway before
their hair turned gray Eddie Albert, Van
Johnson, Tom Bosley and
Hal Lindon - came on.
They were soon joined by
Jean Stapleton, in the
uniform and cap she wore
In "Damn Yankees," and
the men's "You Gotta
Have Heart" became a
five-part "You Gotta
Have George."
Bosley pointed out at
the White House reception that this fifth year of
the Kennedy Center
Honors is the first in
which one honoree made
another a star. Abbott
gave Gene Kelly his first
starring role, in "Pal
Joey."
Eva Marie Saint narrated film clips from
Lillian Gish's career including harrowing shots
of her on an ice floe where she had refused a
stand-in. She said,
"Lillian Gish was there at
the very beginning of motion pictures. She has
been a star from the first
time she made films with
D. W. Griffith in 1912. Her
dreams are lofty, her
spirit intact."
Metropolitan Opera
soprano Leona Mitchell
sang Mirni's act one aria
from "La Boheme." Miss
Gish starred as Mimi in
the silent film "La
Boheme."
Cronkite had a final
word about Abbott, 95,
Miss Gish, 86, Gdodmah,
73, Orrnandy,83, and Kelly, 70. "The show will
always go on for them.
That's the way it is. And
it has been that way for
most of our century.
They've graced our
stages, graced our lives
and graced our history.
It's time for them to take
another bow." So they
did.

DEAR DR. Lain _
daughter, age ee, ta very
worried about her two
recent exanunaume by two
different doctors One examination of both wood and
ru showed ber to be on
the -bAgh side of normal • for
diabetes as did a glucose toieraser test
The other test by a differemit docter of both blood and
urine showed her to be per
fectly OK, definitely no sign
of diabetes
Needless to say lur family, especially our daughter.
would appreciate it if you
would elaborate Of/ exactly
what symptoms constitute a
definite diagnosis for
diabetes A few years back I
was also told that I was on
the ''high side of normal" for
diabetes. Just what tests are
reliable and which are not'
We are all confused
DEAR READER - Your
confusion is understandable.
A number of years ago the
blood glucose levels used to
make a diagnosis were
defined on the basis of what
was known as diabetes. The
criteria (of Fajans and Conn)
were too strict and resulted
in diagnosing diabetes in
many people who never
developed signs or symptoms of diabetes, which we
call clinical diabetes. In
fact, in one study only 27
percent of the patients
developed evidence of clinical diabetes in more than 10
years.
As a result, there has been
considerable retrenchment
on how the diagnosis of diabetes is now made. If your
daughter has a normal test
result for blood glucose and
urine on either examination
I would discount the possibility that she has diabetes
,atall_H she tiad some minor
variations that used to lead
to a diagnosis of "borderline" or similar terms, at the
most she might be classed as
having "impaired glucose
tolerance" rather than having a diagnosis of diabetes.
You can also have abnormal glucose tolerance tests
if you have not been prepared properly. That can
happen if you restricted carbohydrates or didn't have
enough sweets in your diet

Diana regains appetite
COVENTRY, England
, AP)- Princess Diana,
described in tabloid
newspapers two weeks
ago as suffering from a
dieter's disease, appears
to have found her
tastebuds again.
The princess ate a
hearty lunch Tuesday
while visiting the
Belgrave Lodge home for
the elderly in this central
highland city.
"I have an enormous

before the test was boat sw
at diving in the
TIMM! malts am meaner walt:rm:11 braes eel a red
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Health Letter 111-1e, Hyper- this matins lace I was II.
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DEAR DR LAMB _
may be tried, ow
maul
have an annoying stun itch semen Antihnuarmama may
called dermatographia I be useful bet often they
are
can write or outline a figure km befoul is the inherited
on any area of my body and form than in the acquired
a large welt will form where allergic form I'm sure
rubbed. The shin nn the head doctor bas conasdered your
is most annoying and / evaluated you for
various
believe the worst place one allergies and if you haven't
can itch is under the finger trted antthistamtees they
and toenails as it is impossi. are worth ii,viev as a pre_
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Don't forget our
Country Store for
/Brass & Handcrafted
Gift Items
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The Saving Place

Sunday December 12th
5:00 To 8:00 P.M. Only
Blue Lights All Evening
These Specials And More

50%

OFF

All In Stock

14K
Jewelry

Men's and Ladies

Wooden Jewelry Boxes

30%

appetite despite what
people say and so has
Prince William," she said
of her 6-month-old baby.
"He takes after his
mother."
Princess Diana's
remarks were relayed to
reporters by Jean Papps,
cook at the home. She
said of the princess, wife
of Prince Charles: "She
had a full plate of food
and she ate the lot. She
really did it justice."
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753-4025
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KODAK IKTRAtITI 10
Cot.Ovine

Polarotd's Time-Zero OneStep.
The world's simplest camera

One Step Camera
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Twin Pack
Film 12.96

Non Stick Fry Pan Kodak Ektralite 10
Diampnd Coats 10 0
Interior
411. •7
•

Includes Film

29.88
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Kerosene Heater
10500 B.T.U.1

THE COMPLETE FILM
DEVELOPING PROGRAM
Twin Prints
for one low price!
An extra set of
prints from every roll of color film
One to keep...and one to share

19.00

The
Great

3 HOURS ONLY
5:00 TO 8:00 P.M.
SUNDAY DEC. 12TH

Bring in this coupon
with your next
roll of color print
film and receive

ATARI WILL BE ON SALE
AT OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER
THIS YEAR

Two FREE Guarantees!
Wtat 100 UNITS LAST

Cuarantead Starvica 11 your
prints aren't ready when we
promise, well give you a roll of
color print film, absolutely free!

Guarantead Satisfaction: it
you're not satisfied with the quality
of your prints, we'll redo them, or
refund your money-as you please

(BEGLEY'S
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OFF
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prices for developing
and printing
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AT 5:00 SUNDAY.

•TM am Indemarkz
Atan Inc

• ATARI
A leirw_Co —rr
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Five-year-old girllives in scaled-down world
GONZALES, Calif.
(AP) — Mindy Wells is
learning to live in a world
she must always look up
to, but the doll-sized 5year-old can now sleep
easy in a scaled-down bed
to match her Lilliputian
dimensions.
Mindy — just 31 inches
tall and weighing only 15
pounds — suffers from a
rare birth defect that will
keep her a dwarf forever.
She must use a stool to
climb onto her parent's
furniture.
But a civic group
helped her family buy a
home where one room
could be modified for
Mindy, and enlisted an
amateur woodworker to
build a diminutive fourposter bed.

14 miles from Salinas in
northern California.
Unable to convince
their landlord to modify
part of their rented house
for Mindy, Pat and Mike
Wells began thinking
about buying a home last
year.
But Wells, who
operates a forklift seven
months a year during lettuce season, could not
qualify for a loan because
of his seasonal earnings.
Mrs. Wells has not been
able to work since Mindy
was born because the little girl requires full-time
supervision.
But the Salinas Lions
Club found a governmentassisted mortgage program, "helped arrange
papers and cut through
some red tape," Mrs.
Wells said.
At the same time, the
Lions enlisted Paul
Dollarhide, a retired
businessman and an

Luigi Luzzattl, director of
a birth defects program
at Stanford Medical
Center.
Mindy uses a primitive
sign language to communicate, and her
mother says the girl
understands much of
what she hears.
"We don't know
whether she'll ever be
able to talk, but you can
tell what she wants just
by looking at her face,"
Mrs. Wells said. "And she
studies peoples' faces,
she reads people really
good."
Mindy graduated from
crib to bed three weeks
ago, at the same time her
parents moved into their
new three-bedroom home
in this community about

When she first saw the
bed, Mindy climbed on
Lop, crossed her arms and
hugged herself. "It's her
little gesture of saying,
'This is mine," said her
mother, Pat Wells.
"She sits on it, stands
on it, pulls the bedspread
off ... She really
understands that it was
built for her," Mrs. Wells
said.
Mindy, who is unable to
speak and attends a
school for handicapped
children, suffers from a
chromosomai disorder
called "443 XX 4R," that
affects about one child in
a million. The disorder is
a form of dwarfism, and
the few known sufferers
tend to be among the
smallest dwarfs, said Dr.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Quarrel
5 Resort
8 Alms box
12 Drag
13 Gratuity
14 Sign gas
15 Clumsy craft
16 Diminishes
18 Writing fluid
19 One of the
Kettles
20 Green land
21 Tellurium
symbol
23 NA's neighbor
24 Chairs
26 Gem weight
28 Broom rider
29 Tennis stroke
30 Siamese
native
32 Greenland
settlement
33 Heard from
the herd
34 Habit
35 Decimal
number
36 Tattered
cloth
37 Rages
38 Matures
40 Simple
41 Chinese mile
43 Both — us
44 Infant
45 Scale note
47 Pray: Lat.
49 Choice part
51 Offspring
52 Logical
incompatability
55 Aware of
56 Writing need
57 Poker stake
DOWN
1 Cover for

a pillow
2 Hanger-on
3 Diving bird
4 Thallium
symbol
5 Heavenly
bodies
6 Long for
7 Simian
8 Article
9 Portuguese
coin of old
10 Resolute
11 Singer
Paul —
16 Preposition
17 Pierce
20 Every
22 Teutonic
deity
25 Babylonian
hero
26 Farm animal
27 Make
amends
28 Damp
29 Ship's diary
31 — a boy!
1

2

3

ST- EM
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Ti NE
LAVE
LEA
PRET Ti EST
SET
REAP
SPETS
ATE
ELKS
NINO
EPS
SNARE
OPT
hi
NOD
TAM
Al
PSI
ROD
SNEER
L1
PEW
A H
BELLS
POOL
MIR
OT
EDI AT
TAONE
A A
A
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42 Metal
44 Tarry
45 Booty
46 Bancroft
48 Emmet
50 Once around
a track
51 Transgress
53 Go — town
54 So long!
8

7

10 11

9

14

13
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Census for MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday, Dec.
5, was 117 adults and five
in nursery. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Juanita Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Shirley
Burkeen, 2102
Brookhaven; Will E.
Bazzell, Rt. 8, Mayfield;
Yvonne I. Duncan, 205
South 16th St.; Romulus
R. Parker, Rt.8;
Mary E. Nugent, Rt. 4,
Fulton; Mary Pace, 1615
Magnolia: William T.
Sledd, 712 Poplar St.;
Benny C. Dodd, 1108
South 16th St.; T.C. Hill
(expired), 304 South 16th
St.

IS

12
15

Local hospital reports listed

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

33 Vegas or
Palmas
34 Circumspect
36 Allude to
37 Violin's
ancestor
39 Proceed
40 Morning
prayer
41 Pixilated

18

17
II
kli

21 22

la•
24 lia

23
27

28
29

III

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 6, was 129 adults and
five in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Jennifer Mathis and
baby boy, 2 Zimmerman
Apts., and Lisa Willett
and baby girl, Rt.- 2,
Wingo.
Dismissals were as

31

• 30
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THIS IS MY LIFE...
RIDING ON THE BACK
OF MOM'S BICYCLE

UU
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6002 6RIEFiLOOK OUT
FOR THE TRUCK!

amateur woodworker, to
build Mindy's bed — just
IS inches off the floor, so
she can get in and out by
herself
Others have donated
small furniture to match,
and some well-wishers
sent stuffed animals that
loom over Mindy's tiny
bed.
Mindy also has a tiny
rocking chair made by a
relative and lots of
stepstools so she can
reach normal-size furniture. "She's learning to
adapt herself to larger
things, and she'll try
anything once," her
mother said.
Mindy loves to play
with other children and
after school follows her
normal-sized 10-year-old
sister Michelle
everywhere.
"Michelle is her idol,
she wants to do
everything she does,"
Mrs. Wells said.

follows:
Edison H. Pritchett,
Box 95, Dexter; Donald
Grooms, 1144 Vivian,
Lapeer, Mich.; Mary C.
Tucker, AS Mobile Home
Village; Susan L. Anderson, 230 Vernon, Fulton;
James E. Payne, 612
Fairlane; Joseph Venice,
Rt. 5; Martha Jane Brandon, 722 Sycamore St.;
Billy Oakley, Rt. 1, Benton; Mary J. Peacock,405
South 10th St.;
Joe Cherry, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Billy Yates, Rt. 1,
Water Valley; Alice
Darnell, Rt. 1, Benton;
Bradley Eldridge, Rt. 1,
Almo; Kenneth Dale
Duncan, Rt. 3; Roy
Thomas Hatton, 402
North Seventh St.; Mary
Dawn Todd and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Cathy L
Work and baby girl, 705
Wilford, Mayfield;
George E. Catlett, Rt.
8; Nancy Watson, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn.; Robert
Towery, Rt. 2; Myrtle
Boyd, Rt. 3; Mary
Clayton, Puryear, Tenn.;
Dollie Russell, 705 South
16th St.; Beatrice Smith,
1001 Vine St.; Bessie I..
Greer, New Concord;
Lucy Alderdice, Rt. 8.

LOOK OUT FOR THE CAR!
TREE!
I,
" ROCK!
PI
I, FENCE!
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WE USED TO HAVE
A BARE SPOT
ON OUR WALL--

-- BUT I COVERED
IT WITH A
MODERN ART
PAINTING
2
Aik
•
7
4S 4

GREAT IDEA-WHAT'S THE
PAINTING
CALLED?

"CRACKED PLASTER"

a Al
itt,0,71r4lit°
M155 BUXLEV Is REALLY
NOT ONLY
SOMETI-II
IS sPE GORGEOUS,
SHE'S SO SWEET

MARK
SK Y-
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2. Notice

2. Notice

Roily
Competition

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

G.S. 221
2 inch
/
hew. Mod* in
Enslmod. Ahseintely mint condition.
$500 firm. Call
753-8577 aftnr
1:00 p.m.

m•do to your
spacfficatiisss. We
repair chains, she
Amp,set stases otc.

WE RENT
*Specs Heaters
°Log Splitters
*Choi Sews
*Loaf Swamis:
& Many More Items
Cull 753-5201

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

Acres Portable
killiets
Alayfi•M, Ky. 25% •41
Storage boAdhis. Thursday
Doc. 2011, sizes MI Mira
1200.
-7831
Santa Suit Rental. Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

NOTICE

Before Xmas Sale. 20.
off everything in store,
sale runs Dec. 9 through
Dec, 19 only. Including
oak furniture, Mass,
china, lamps. Paris
Landing County Store
on 121 at Paris Landing.
Call 901-642-8119.

Fm yaw cornmaioaco, Jim
Salter from oor Ulu Dort.
will Hut am showroom
from 630 PM to 1:00 PM
oa Mousloys, Toosslays,
Thursdays awl Fridays.
POIDOMS, OLDSMONItl,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
14045. Mai
753531$

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains
*light & heavy weight
'Herringbone
*C Chains
*Serpentine
•Box and rope chains
50% off
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside Vernon's
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

BAD Or NO CREDIT?
Now you can receive
Visa, MasterCard, and
major credit cards. 100.
Guaranteed. For free
brochure send S.A.S.E.
to Century Reports, Box
902068, Dallas, TX J5390
or call 214-340-1879.

SALE
Must sell. Rear troc•
tar tire overstocked.
Call Max. 247-7106.
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 7530180 or 753-2798.

•
Rent Your
Santa Claus
Suit Early
Call
753-1805
Now For Your
'School
*Chart+
Party
kappa Dept.

Brooksies Orginal Gifts.
E.W. Miller Street,
Hazel, Ky. Open Sat.
and Sun. Hrs.
9 a.m.- 1 2 a.m.
lp.m.-4:30p.m.

I

-COMPLETE
TUNE-UP

4-6-8 Cyl. $35.00.
Parts and Labor With
Coupon.
Oil Chong* And lobe
$11.00 Complete With
Coupon.
Big Discounts on
blemished tires with
fall warranty. Many
silos and types.

,

ECONOMY
TIRE &
SERVICE
East Main
753-8500

Murals, Signs and Oil
Painting. For free es
timates, call 498 8732.
Need Cash? We buy and
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware. Bel Air
Decor Store.

SPE PROBABLY
DOESN'T 1-4AVE
AN ENEMY IN
THE WORLD
ONLY
ONE

Ooor
wikigg
v1-9

411111111111•L.
5055,I'VE GATHERED
ALL THE COMPLAINTS
7FROM THE GRIEVANCE
, COMMITTEE
7

.4ty

HOUSE FOR SALE
Located 3,4 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.

GREAT,PILE THEM WITH
" THE REST OF THE
(
COMPLAINTS

-
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KENTUCKY NUT
CORPORATION
P 0. kx 150
Sixties, Ky., 42150
hoe (512)23-11E2
PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
Murray Calloway
County Transit City
County Service.
751-9725
Not responsible for
debts other than my
own. George S. Barrow.

Have 5 minutes? Coll
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

CHRISTMAS
PUPPIES
Miniature Schauer:
champion bloodlines.
Call 435-4165.

WARM UP
with Radiant King
kerosene heaters
10,000 BTU
"el 1 2995
11,300 BTU
Model $ 6995
15,000 BTU
Model s 9905

PURDOMS INC.
202 S. 5th
753-4872
6. Help Wanted
Fuil time position at
Calloway County ASCS
office, Bel Air Shopping
Center. 753-1781
JOB'S. Over 200 OFFSHORE Oil Drilling
Companies listed. Details, stamp to: OFFSHORE, Box 973,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. $35,
000 plus a year. For
information call 1-312920-9364, ext. 1774B.
Organized, enthusiastic
and motivated person
for Director of Inservice for nursing
services. BSN with
minimum of 3 years
clinical nursing experience. Call LouAnn
Pendleton, RN Director
of Nurses, Muhlenberg
Community Hospital,
Greenville, Ky. 502-338/211, ext. 193. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person
for commercial sales
surrounding Murray.
We train. Write K.V.
Dickerson, Pres.,
Southwestern Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

9. Situation Wanted

*.%

MIN BI E

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition. Can
be seen at 1519 London Dr.
Murra ,K .

Leaving for Houston
Texas by end of week
would like rider or
driver. 753-5046.
Responible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. Full
time, part time, dropins, days, nights or
weekends. 759-1692.
Wanted someone to tear
down house for lumber.
492-8711.
Want to rent small
house in country. 4892615.

14. Want to Buy
WANTED: Pinto 19701974 for parts! Call
435-4348.
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It Wantle Buy

11.Aliscallosses

22. Musical

Raw furs, raccoon, red Baldwin organ, pianos.
fox, gray fox. muskrat, Player pianos. Practice
mink, coyote, opossum, pianos, organs Your
beaver. Owen Mc
complete music store
Clitilan, P.O. 8ox 63. next to Penney's.
Pulaski; ill.
2976, Lonardo Piano Co.,
Paris, Tenn.
Phone681-3424316.
Piano for sale, new like,
Li Articles for Sale
will sell at a bargain,
also one refrigerator,
New ship
For Sale
ment of desks, chairs, good General Electric.
and file cabinets. Ross Can be seen at 709 Riley
& Sons Salvage Martin, ct , Murray 753 6175
T t4 3 6 2 3 7
Phone:901-587-2420
21 Exterminating
For Sale one 2'41" x
6'xi" new Aluminum
Crossbuck Storm Door,
$75. 1 36" hignx44" wide
new Thermo Pane
Window, double sash,
$75. 436-5439.
Two office deck and
chairs, file cabinet,
electric typewriter,
1
2 bed
couch and chair, /
with mattress and
springs, antiques, Seth
Thomas Clock and .link
Box. Call 753-6342 after
5p.m.
Free Inspection.
16. Home Furnishings
Licensed, Bonded, InFor sale self defrost sured. Serval( Termite
✓ efrigerator, and Pest Control Co.
microwave oven, living 1300 E. Wood, Paris,
room suite, electric Tenn. Eddie Williams,
stove, king size bed, Ph. 7534779,9 to 5.
table and chairs, baby
24. Miscellaneous
bed. 753-5292.
Gold Velvet couch with ATARI Cartridges,
matching end table, Donkey Kong, Raiders
green and white large of Lost Arc, Frogger,
living room chair, con- Real Sports Baseball
sole AM -FM tape- and Atlantis, • Amidar.
Coast to Coast Hardrecord player. 753-0825.
ware. 753-8604.
Green couch and chair
brown treed chair, rust CARS $100! TRUCKS
naughyde couch. 489- $75! Available at local
gov't sales. Call
285.
Range air refrigerator, (refundable) 1-312-931dorm or bar s.ize, 5337, ext. 17748 for your
32x18", freezer com- directory on how to
partment, wood grain purchase. 24 hrs.
finish. Retail $250, will Craftsman 225 Pc. Tool
sell for $125. 753-0272 Set w/4 drawer box.
Used 2 wks, like new,
after 6p.m.
Register for free Touch- 550. Inquire w/Dennis
A-Matic lamps. Just at Rudolphs Goodyear,
touch lamp and it goes 12th and Glendale.
on. For more informa- Factory Outlet, custom
tion, look at Factory made lamps and
shades. 100s of varieties
Outlet ad under misc.
available, (including
17. Vacuum Cleaners
E.T. and Smurf lamps),
lamp repair, shade
Christmas Special. All repair. Low, low prices,
Cleaners reduced, in- excellent quality
cluding repo-vacuum Grand Opening Sat.,
cleaners, Al condition D e c
4, 9 : 3 0 - 4 .
Kirby -Demonstrator Mon.-Thurs. 12-4. Fri.
reduced below cost, 2 12-7. Located at Putter.
year guarantee. WI town on 641 N., /
1
2 mile
have a full line of rebuilt N. of MSU Stadium. For
and used cleaners, more information, call
Kirbys, Electrolux, after 5p.m. 753-9786.
Filter Queen, Hoovers, Register for free TouchEurekas. We repair any A-Matic lamp.
make full line of parts.
Call 759-4801 or come by Fire wood. 489-2615.
Firewood for sale, any
.Kirby 4ales„ And Ser
length, Hickory onry.
yide,Court
Call 492-8118:
20. Sports Equipment
Frigidaire washer and
For Sale: J.C. Higgins dryer, dryer in good
22 cal. automatic rifle, condition, washer needs
$65. Ruger Single Six clutch, $125. 753-9400
Pistol w/new S.W. car- Humidifier Sears Contridge belt and holder, sole Model, 3 speed fan
$135. Woodstove - with humidity control,
Atlanta Homesteader $75.489.2486 after 5p.m.
Cast Iron Firebox, $125. Raw Fur Hite Fur &
(502) 04-2756 after Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
5p.m.
443-6139.

641 Auction

Auctioneers:
Larry Baucavm 1585
Brien Carter Jr. 130A

INFLATION FIGHTER
STEREO STORE
Save from 10 to 25% and with service, on all car and home stereos.

Xmas Special
11111111U

Pyramid
Model #801 VI
• 10 band equalizer amplifier
• 150 Watts
• 10 LED channel lead indicator lights
• Front-to-Rear Fader Control

0

o.
ea

$9995

(With purchase get a Rolls Royce or Lincoln, Value $19.95 For Only $7.95)
"We Service

What We Sell"

"World of Sound"
2225.. 12th St.

753-5165

3t. Hewester Raul

4.Reel Walt

Three biliOrOOM A.
lakefront, 8 levels
tirepiace, I bean. Coleman Real Estate, 7539594

AKC Alaskian Mal
amute puppies, shots
and wormed, nice pets.
36. TV-Radio
SMO and up 753-9390.
Magnabox color TV
AKC Golden Re
console, 1 portable color
trievers. 4 female, 3
Zenith TV. Call 7534312
months old, all shots
after 5p.m.
Call 11854155.
Philco 25" COW TV,
AKC Great Dane pup
dark wood cabinet, pies,
price negotiable
works good $200. 139Call after 5 00, 492-0812.
1101.

Purism& lbomena
Imam
Reof tame
Smehlide
Marway, Ilealechy
/114411

Moe Coos le Cam
likwers free everyone,.
billes Unice Ram Me
1911 Calariesor bowl
Morres, Itaesedry 43011
(Sell 7531184
Aeseliws
ME L. AMON
Neer
Liessesa & Sewiled

Doberman puppies. Call
before 4 . 30 p.m.
14x70 three bedroom, 2 762-4851.
bath, underpinning. 200 For sale Peekn-poo
AMP service pole, all puppies. Call after
3p.m 753-0717.
electric. 437-4171.
1974 12x60 3 bedroom, Free part Beagle pupLooking for an excellent
all electric, 200 amp pies. 753-9446
pole, straps, central air, Yellow Nape Amazon investment? Take a
washer, new carpet and tame and talking. Tame look at this trailer court
vinyl,
underpinning African Grey Mexican located on Highway 94
and more. $5,800. Call Double Yellow head East just reduced to
489 21180 or 753-1682
talking. Tame Mexican $45,000. Eleven trailer
spaces and includes six
head
Canary
21 Mobile Home Rentals red
mobile homes and furTropical birds of Para
niture. Good monthly
A two bedroom newly dise. 753-4106.
income, and some ow
furnished. Shady Oaks
ner financing available
Mobile Home Court. 41, Public Sale
to qualified buyer
Call 753-5209.
KOPPERUD REALTY
Mobile Home 10x40,
753-1222.
natural gas, furnished,
nice. Mobile Home
Village. 753-3895.
REALTORS
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets, Call 489-2611.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
South 12th at Sycamore
Three bedroom, 11
/
2
415 See% 8th St. TELEPHONE 763-1861
bath, central gas heat,

21. Mobile Home Sales

Heated
Garage
Sale

appliances furnished.
Coleman Real Estate,
753-9898.
Trailer for rent, see
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct.
Two bedroom in Centerridge Subd., Rt. 6,
Murray. 502-3.38-1641.
Two bedroom trailer,
edge of city limits,
private lot. Call 753-4524
or Tucker TV. 753-2900.

29. Heating-Cooling

figa
t
esig

Sat., Dec. 11, 14.

'ZAIRE!'

3

30. Business Relitals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4158

GarogeSale
Fri.-Sot.-Son. Rain or
Shine. 10-? on Roots
497 at Harbor Nil
Marine Store. Fornears, clothes, kitchimers, odds sad
ends. 474-2227.

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apts.
for college students to
accommodate 1, 2, 3
or 4 persons. Phone
753-5165 or 753For rent Hamelot North
Apartments. Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apartment also available.
753-7559 or 753-7550.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or
436-2844.
Two bedroom apt. Call
753-9208 after 40.M.
Two bedroom duplex
apt. Northwood Subdivision. 753-7653.

33. Roomsfor Rent
One sleeping room,
available for male.
753-1494.
Room for rent. $AO plus
utilities. See Bob Collie,
1620 Miller. 4.30-6p.m.
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Girls. Rooms available
in Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531 or
753-6783.

34. Houses for Rent
COLEMAN RE, Pro
perty Management 7539898
1 4 bedroom, 1.1 acres,
nice, country.
2 4 bedroom, gas heat.
town.
3. 2 bedroom, garage, 10
miles out.
Large 3 bedroom close
to city park, $350 per
month. 753-3704. Jerry
Speight.
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric and
wood heat, water fur
nished. 5160 plus de
posit. 4412-5647.
Three bedroom, house
near Ky. Lake, washer
and dryer included,
deposit required. 753
B964 after Sp.m.

Year around
retreat is yours for
the asking. The
17** great room
fellitret beams
with woodburrting
stove, 4 bedrooms,
10 baths, fully,
equipped kitchen.
All of this situated
on 8 lots. KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222.

45. Farms for Sale

Want to rent 16x20
storage or larger. 7539686 between 7 and 5.

•

Appehrtments mode
for veer carrefsimese.
Fell time soles
associates monis,
phases.
. 753-n11
ANIS
Mini IWO 75.3-7725
foo Ielaert1 7534311
/53-2111
riff S0a9

BY AVON
Sunday, Dec. 12,
2 to 6 p.m. 2096
North 5th St.
kW Moult 7S3-N71
Hosted by Mrs.
'
Santa Claus and
Elves. Serving
refreshments.
l(OPP[RL D
Come by and see
ovr gNt

Aladdin Temp-rite 9
Kerosene heater,
special buy. $122. coast
to Coast Hardware.
Ponderosa Fireplace
Insert with fan. Call
Avon Open House. 100 S.
before 5p.m. 759-1047.
9th. Sat., 10-5. Assorted
,Ward's Franklin Stove products at low prices.
(never used) connecting pipes and accessories, $200, also
Iron Rite irOngs 114
P‘WtY ,
Phone

32. Apts. For Rent

Second Anneal Christmas Sale Saturday, Dec. 11,
1912 1:00 p.m. 641 Auction Howse Hwy. 441
North of Paris, Tn.
Dolls, trucks, cars, all kinds of toys, electronic games, radios, TV games, watches,
fern stand, hall trees, cookware, bench
grinders, knives clocks, tools, wash stand,
bowl and pitcher sets, drill press, air tools,
Xmas paper and muth more. All merchandise is new and guaranteed. Drawing
every hour, lots of bargains and plenty of
merchandise.

While Supply Lasts

FIREWOOD, g000
hardwood (oak.
hickory, etc.) $25 rock
Delivered. 527-39114.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory lt" and
22" $19 a rick. Green
wood. $25 rick, delivered and stacked.
753-9600.
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Antique
Show and
Sale
Set., Dec. 11 11
a.m.4 p.m. Son.,
Dec. 12 1-5 p.m.
Moray High Sdatei.
S01 Dean Itii. Ipso
toad by Moray load
Boosters. Adige.
$1.00.

MOVING
SALE
Sat. 9-4. 522 S.
6th. Baby items,
clothes, furniture,
lamps, and numb
more.

HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
even closer - row crop
ping, livestock or a
combination of both
j'Obacco barn,
'Milkhouse, farrowing
house, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake. Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners. What more
could you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7. to a
qualified buyer. Yes,
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

1.11wasslarSaii

41.11islars

Prom Me read or trent

MI Moir WOO Int
eaceileal amoisma ?I*

GOO*. resell be is
pressed Spin root tenc
lag frames the as
+Dutifully landscaped 1'1
acre tot, and stately
room once home era*
n closets. thereto
pattii, top quality
workmanship and
rnateroals are our, 10
plea* the most dis
corning Wryer Priced
at WON. Ciii KOP
PIERUD REALTY
1722.
NEW LISTING! 2 bed
room brick within
walk ino distance of
campus, Apartment in
basement with private
entrance Extra large
trip* car garage and
workshop with cencreee
floors, immediate
possession. All offers
considered. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7774.

Sat. Dec. 11th
10 A.M.
Flora Moore Novae
405 N. 5th Moray, Ky.
Reim it Hine
Will sell: Nice bookcase headboard
bedroom suit, GE frost-free refrigerator, 40
in. elec. range, Kenmore washer & dryer,
chest type freezer, couch, recliner, Electrolux canister & Eureka upright sweepers,
2 elec. sewing machines, breakfast table &
chairs, round oak table, bow front chino
cabinet chest, 2 half beds, lamps, 1847
Rogers 8 place silver, corner whatnot,
walker & bedside comode, window fans,
pressure cooker, misc. pyrex, pots & pons,
& other small items.
Antiques: Large camel bock & 1 flat top
trunks, cedar chest, coffee mill, quilts, oak
wardrobe, oak rockers, walnut lamp table,
Jewel Tea bowls, old kitchen cabinet
wIroll fronts.
Not responsible for accidents,
refreshments available, for information
and your auction needs call

P974 Ford Groove Trine.
4 Or Kara tea Imo new
no rust, no rock.
Owner FOAM mile'. a!
engine, PS Pe end
air Must be seen to
ammo**. 11.611. Call
7531314 atter Sp rei
1978 Hor•Sa CivIc *egos Runs *HI. @scotlent oas mileage MAW
Call 26143116 days. II*
NO I nights
1974 Toyota Corolla.
Good condition Call
413 4439
1976 VW Rabbit. below
emoiesale. 111.710. Atter
6 OS. 733434
1977 CJ C. 304 V.. 3
Weed. hard toe. wheels
3011385
1977 Ford Granada
Ohio. all power. 1001r1
option. 1 owner. 15.000
actual mites. 753 31106
1971 Pfymoutti Voter,.
good condition. 7994942
14179 Detscon 210 Station
Wagon. low mileage,
one owner, like new,
with air. Call 1092213 in
Coktwater
1979 Mustang Ghia.
extra sharp and sporty,
6 cylinder, excellent pas
mileage, excellent
condition. 753-98110
1901 Pontiac L•Mans. 2
dr
Coupe. 2 tone
butgandy, cruise, air.
Power steering and
breeki, clean 61,750.
135 1294.
1903 Mercury LN7,
soma. loaded. Call atter
1:03, 753-41/23.

NEW LISTING! Well
cared for home In city
with large lot 3 Ow
drooms, 2 bathrooms
family room, nice kit
chen with range and
refrigerator and utility
room. Extras Include
wall to wall carpeting,
some paneling, dryer
hook • up and drapes.
This house Is eligible for
Kentucky Housing
Loans. Priced for quick
sale at 514,500 Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7721.
Near Kentucky Lake
you can find this yeararound home. Three
bedroom brick in excellent condition. Central
heat and air, built-In
range and dishwasher,
automatic garage door Si. Used Trucks
Opener; large patio and
fenced back yard. 1973 international
Located on throe lots. vnieel drive truck, big
$68,000. Roberts Realty tires Call 753-5499
Co. 753-1651.
Two bedroom, 21
/
2
acres, 7 miles east of
Murray on NO. 434-7802.

O.Motorcycles
1975 Honda 550, good
condition, low mileage,
must sell, entering w
vice. 759-4942.
19110 IT 250 Yamaha,
good condition. $450.
753-5216.
1951 Honda 400 custom,
5,700 with Fairing. 492$701.
For sale, 1982 Honda
110, 3 wheeler, like new.
$675. 4924824,

It Used Cars

1973
[Buick LaSabre
500
"
Call
753-3212
after 10 A.M.

1962 Bonneville Pontiac,
2 dr. Coupe, black,
sharp collector's car.
753-0423 ask for Jimmy.
1965 Dodge Custom 100,
rust free, 383 motor,
orginal owner
Call
436-5324.
1970 Chevrolet Wagon,
wluggage rack and air.
5300. 753-6211 after 5
1971 Buick LaSabra.
One owner, excellent
condition. Call 753-6604.
1972 Monts Carlo, in
excellent mechanical
condition, asking $1,200
or best offer. 759-1972. '
1973 2002 BMW automatic, needs work.
759-9314 or 753.3200 after
9p.m.
This acreage is what 1973 Buick Rivera, exyou need for your tra sharp and in excelhorses or cattle. Raise lent condition. Phone
your feed on the 40 753-4841 after 5 o'clock.
tillable acres and ride 1974 Buick Opal, 2 dr.
the other 35 acres Coupe, custom stripes,
through the trees and AM -FM, automatic
around the hills. KOP- transmission, 50,000
PERUD REALTY 753- miles, excellent condi
1222.
tion. 753-8124.

Estate Auction

NO Ware Sp on

FOR
SALE

1957 One Tee
Truck. Leeks

4 1.11ntss011eril

WoeNk
Ili MS alig.
1141 INA
Cli
N

1974 Chevrolet Pickup
long bed, 6 cylinder,
straight shift, green
with white top, black
interior, owl condition.
753-8124.
1974 Ford Van, 6 cylinder, straight shift,
custom paint, good
condition. 7534124
1974 GMC, straight
shift, 6 cylinder. 759
4703.
1975 Chevrolet Pickup
Truck with topper. AM
FM Radio, 8-Track
Tape Player, Record
Player, artifice'
fireplace and bar all in
one. 759-1794.
1978 Jeep Cherokee
Chief S. 4x4, low miles,
new tires, excellent
condition. Call 437431$
or 3544715.
1979 Chevy 12 passenger
van, 441 ton, double air,
15,000 753 6112 or 753
1281
1951 Scottsdale I Ton,
with steering, air and
brakes, 36,000 miles.
Call after 7p.m.
492-88011.

51.Campers
1979 Majestic 35ft.
Travel Trailer, like new
condition, used 10
weeks, slot of extras,
16,500. 1967 Ford, 1 ton,
good condition. $900.
435- 43.46.

SI. Services Offered
Appliance service.
Washer, dryers,
freezer, refrigerator,
electric heat, and
microwave. All brands
Serviced. Call 759-1322.

TOYANA AUTO &
TRUCK REPAIR
Now Open For Business
121 Smith joist meth of Clerks liver.
Diesel and gas frocks and cars.
December Opening Specials:
'Time Up And Dossers' Repair
$10 per beer, labor pies parts
'Ado Transmission Seal Replocement
$20 labor pin parts
'Censpiete Automatic Transmission
Overbuy'
$50 labor pies ports
ON Change wed Grease Job
Al Work Guaranteed
Owner Toy Lee krrett
Manager i.e Dowdy.

Open 11-5, days a week
Nights - 753-4776 Deys - 753-9414

•a •• IIRAt.

NOras
CIPAJO 1111 rears or•
perste(' Carpentry
concrete. glembitill
roofing. sliding
NO
VG TO SMALL Prot
estimates Deys 474
h4gatS rae nrd

PAIN1

APPLIANCE SIR
VICE
Kensere.

West nbe,se

re sears
gift1 r 11011•1
espernoace Parts awe
service lobby meow
lob's Appliance sor
vic• 302 S 5th $I
/53 48/7
253 81186
(beset.
•4, (ettr.
•
:•• %O.
al F.
. s
taarspl4s
sppom,
'
. Mine k 1,

Appliance reed* Hon
all brands Seectefirtt in
Tappen Call 7533341 or
3$4 PS6 Earl Lovett
Bob's NOM. I rnpr Ove
flt.nt• 17 Years building
experienre, remodel
mg. additiOne, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintain(' Call
753 4501

lNTIktO

ITERION
PAINTING
PAKRING
inio•rea,
or.•

753-3716

733-5t92
*•

I•• •••• •••

Guttering by Stets
Soars confirm*, mot
sera instatno kr your
spec ilic ati•ns Cali
Sears ?53131e ter hoe
intimate
Need work on yew,
triplet T TO00.ng
%en
nig. shaping c ompiefe
removal ind more Call
ROVER S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
tessional tree tare
2334336

noel SAI101116
AND 1411115IN00
20 years experiment.
Shed Neer, ear
epetallity.
11001AV
ROOS CO.
3544127
CARPET CLEANING.
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleen
)
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827
Concrete. block, brick.
basements, bun
dations, drive ways.
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys Free es
time's. Call 753 5.476

peed. ItuesApeed.
New tires, mew
bed.
436-2219

Bob W.(Frosty) MMer

Aectioneer
492-094

11.Servias011irel

Alswilown and Vinyl
idol mod Aluminum
tries for d bessni. ft
9981041mktill1
Jock Craver
753-1173
Dale Spencer portable
sandblasting and pain
ting. Back hoe service
also ivailable Call 753
14124 after 6 00 PM.
FREE ESTIMATES on
all electrical, plumbing,
painting and well pump
Call
needs Licensed
753 0092 or 753 9673
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 7310
for free estimate for
your needs

Tree trimming and
removing hedges and
Shrubs Free estimates
733 3476
Will do plumbing.
heating carpentry. pain
ling and roofing Call 753
2311

1111Wc
We specialise is saw
fast plaetic wok. lasteil wear ee ees1
water systems.

ISYSIII
MURK
WELLS 11111116
te1-344•3416
haul white rock
lime, rip rap and
MallOnary sand, coat
Call Layton Hutson
733 1515
Will sharpen hand sews.
circular saws, and
chain saws 753 456
Will

DOUBLED
CLEANING
SERVICE

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a woad aisles? Beili-ep or
Resideatiel. heal
reformat. Cell ilogh
Osttlood, 759-1711 or
153-11676.

We do any type
of deeming.
474-1131

FARM AUCTION
mons.. DEC. 16,

1000 AM.
PUG IIYASSEE. OWNER
CLINTON, KENTUCKY

SALE LOCATION. From C1InIon, KY Tare Hwy 11
Nor* 11 Mess Ye Hwy Me. Proceed East To The
Ryas**Panning Needquenersit
Mr. Pug evaecise a well known Hickman C.• Fermat
Is.. mode the decision is rears and
RN
taming optiewOon al Putrne Amnion Ate r Dyneese's Npuipewal Is.. been serviced and wNI
Mined Contsci Nr Fosse* al 0024834331 tar
Ineannetion mark your oaken/ow now mod mane
plena to be Mei im Thursday, December 1110. N
10130 A la REGARDLISS Of WAYNE'', he en seion packed snappy archon under the Ns Alines at
-THE SELLING MACHINE""JAMES N CAM AUCTOON STYLE",eilt YOU THERE!
A.0 7000, CIA, Wts 206.38 Duns Ou 1+01
-Nice • A C 7000 Can vas 20 11&311 Owls Ou
Kid 'Good- • Casa 1175 CIA ma la4dSCuds,
Cu Ihd Clean • Case 1070 Du Hood 203138R..
del Duals • JO 4020 Du. Wls CAW • Cao•
630 or Loa* Floe Good" • Ford WI Sharp •
Ni. Holland 1500 COIribin• ir 4 When Or Mud Nog
Asset CAA. Flo Cooing ear 3208 Cal Engine Chop• and • raw 38 Coin Head • Ni. Holland PG
Combine. Flo Curter Set Cab Coo* Chopper Wee
Taw Care Or • Krause 21 Hyd FOld Doc use
Na'. • Krause 18 Hyd raid Oise re Nobs Hanow,
IA* Ni. • NSA 19 Du-A1 Raw Nice • JO
7000 4 Row. Pierer Fon It Monitor • Gehl Sleep
I urw No- TM
Wagon on Tandem GOV • AC
Miner Mos • tingled 400 eu Or Can.:till
Nero • trro-Noble 4 Roe Cultmelor• Onnon Tmm
anti FlOarc Fender.• ATCO 12 Oft Se Dec. lea
•°woo s00 say., 11 Tine Dec Crime lie New
• Two-i0 38 Siege Cusers
Row Hoeft • 6
Tine Sao Moisture Plow • J 508 Sern-Piow •
J bele Senv-P1ow • 6 Pull Typo Newsy Cusp •
13 Tine 3 pt over pion • J
450 Cula-folutcrvir
•Case 4 Pow Culteeald • Two SiNs-w/LA Seems
Tanks w Spray Booms • Tero-Ouicii Meows S.J 0
IS Hole Or Ono • Strestel 04yOrtmAt Connors •
Lon Of soloc • 1976 Chevy 2 Ton Ca Truck cosome
211.000 awe Sip- • 1470 Cia1C heck,* • lean
Chevy 2 Ton Ck Ituck often • Old Ford Tquo•
120O G~ water Tar* a Pump
MOMS: Noce, Cash. CO•halie• ChM* 04 Aftroved Check! NO EXCEPTIONS!!SANK LETTERS
AN A Noel GUARANTEEING PAYMENT Of
AGM Pre* All Unknown euyers.

JAMES R. CASH
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meet him on Sunday — his day off. I really want to Whitt
should I do"
MIXED UP IN MICHIGAN
DEAR MIXED UP: Congratulations on tai being
able to recognise a hopeless aituation when you see
one, and lb) being smart enough to hold off.
Don't meet him anywhere at any time. Run the
other way as though your very life depended on it.
If you want a taste of hell on earth, get "mixed up"
with a married musician.

By Abigail Van Buren

Man's Song-and-Dance Sets
Woman's Heart to Tapping
DEAR ABBY: I've always been the "Dear Abby" in my
group, and now I'm actually writing a letter myself because I need advice.
I'm 34, have been divorced for three years and recently
moved to another town to start a new life. I like it here
and have a lot of friends, but they're all married. They
take me places and I have a good time, but I want a
boyfriend of my own.
One night my friends took me to a club and I noticed
one of the guys in the band looking at me in a very
special way. I looked back and smiled and from that
minute on he never took his eyes off me. At the break he
came over and introduced himself, and my heart started
to pound so fast I thought I was going to faint.
To make a long story short, I've Seen him (only at the
club) and he says he is in love with me. The problem is
he's married. He says he and his wife are breaking up, but
all the married men I meet say that.
Abby, I know I could care for him a lot, but I don't want
to fall in love with a guy I can't have. He's begging me to

Homeowners await assistance
McHENRY, Ky. (AP)
— Keith Harrison has
seen a lot of mine subsidence cases in his job
with the federal Office of
Surface Mining.
In some, like the home
of the Barry Stone family, the federal government can provide some
assistance. But he said
there are many others
which cannot be helped
and many victims find
that there is no other help
available.
The Stones found that
out about two months ago
when their home started
sinking into an abandoned underground mine. At
first, the federal agency
said damage was too
severe to justify the expense of stabilizing the
underlying mine.
The agency has
relented, however, and
work could begin soon to
correct the problem. But
the Stones will have to
pay for repairs to the
house themselves.
According to Harrison
the project cannot proceed unless the Stones
can afford to build a new
foundation.
"If he can't build a
foundation for the upper
floor, we don't have a project," Harrison said.
"Unfortunately, it's that
cold."
Raising the money fiar
the foundation may be a
problem.
Stone was on layoff
from his coal mining job
in Ohio County when his
home started sinking
about two months ago. He
found a job in
McLeansboro, Ill., but
was laid off there in late
October. Stone was told
the earliest he would be
recalled was in January.
Friends and relatives
have raised some money,
but so far less than $1,000
has been collected. No
estimate of the cost of the
project has been given
but the Stones say their
home is worth about

$70,000.
About $35,000 has been
approved for the stablization project, which will
involve lifting the top
floor of the home and then
dismantling the bottom
floor, which is too badly
damaged to repair.
Once that is completed,
the top floor will be
lowered onto a new foundation.
The government is taking bids on the project
and Harrison said work
could begin within two
weeks.

DEAR ABBY: Please help me before I explode. My hosband calls me "Mamma" and I hate it. I am not his
mother!
I have told him how I feel about this. but he says he
can't help it — he is used to it. Abby, our kids are long
gone from this house, and it's time he got out of the habit.
I have never called him "Daddy," and this "Mamma"
business is getting on my nerves. Plea.e print some suggestions for him. tie never mimics your column.
NOT HIS MOTHER
DEAR NOT: I have no suggestions for him, but
I have one for you. You're not going to change

your husband, so you'd better change your attitude.
"Mamma" is a loving title — one that you should
cherish. Accept it as a compliment.
•••
REAR ABBY: I had to chuckle when I read the letter
from that women's libber signed "Letting It Grow."
I'm a female and I haven't shaved my legs or armpits
for 15 years. I'm a senior high school teacher, bus driver
and part-time college instructor, and I'm lucky if my
laundry gets done and my socks matxh.
As for my love life — it couldn't be better.
He doesn't shave his legs or armpits either.
MS. INC NOTHING IN TEXAS

.410vItAtimo

4.110(.14

bum
HOOVER®

MCCH census
is reported
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Dec. 4, was 111 adults and
five in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Leigh Rudy and
baby girl, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn., and
Carol Wilson and baby
girl, 1307 Kirkwood.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miranda Malmkap,
New Concord; Debra
Malmkar, New Concord;
Daxon E. Ferguson, Rt.
1, Buchanan, Tenn.; Jennifer Coleman, 1008
Sharpe; Aaron Morris,
Rt. 1 ; Mary A.
Christensen, Rt. 5; Sandra McConnell, Rt. 3;
Doris Jones, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville; Rosemary
Stroup, Rt. 3, Fulton; Linda K. Harding, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Kenneth Ahart,
Rt. 1, Almo; Bobby
Kirks, Rt. 5; Charles B.
Ryan, 1403 Glendale;
Homer S. Bazzell, Rt. 4,
Mayfield;
Dortha D. Childress,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Burley
Kirks, F3 Southside
Mnr.; William Cottom,
Hazel; Melvin Chadwick
(expired), Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Frank
McAlister (expired), 110
Valley, Fulton.

Hours
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Convertible
Upright
Special

HOOVER.

•All-steel agitator
•Big disposable bag
s 4-on-the-floor carpet shift
• Full time edge-cleaning

Concept One"
Self-Propelled
Upright
Cleaning
• System

Retail Value
$94.95

• 16 qt. top loading bag system
• Cleans any carpet - shags, too!
• Dirt-finder headlight
•Cord reel rewind control
• Brushed edge cleaning
It's the last word in convenience; and just right for
today* fast-moving lifestyles.

$69

U3311

SAVE
$25.95

Retail Value
$289.95

U4127

$21995

WE CARRY GENUINE
HOOVER BAGS!
,d0

SAVE
$70

Quik•Broom
PERFECT FOR
QUICK PICK-UPS

HOOVER.
TWO-MOTOR CELEBRITY
'QS QUIET SERIES'
CLEANING SYSTEM

SHAMPOOpousHER

.
I
$3995

Portable-Canister
Vacuum

3.4 Horse Power
14 Quart Bag

$691

SAVE
$10

Retail Value
$249.95

$

1

ttilalMoomannaly 0.416

Headlight

9995 SAV E
$50
53233

HOOVER®
SPIRIT'

52015

Retail
Value
$49.95

F4143

$69
SAVE
$20.95

SAVE
$20.95

• 7Y4 qt.•Hflaignd4-yinch
disposable
wahneei
c
er
ists
bag

1 / RPM
• 24:0
S ag
DA
p
L
topside
Motor/Fan
system
•s
iLtIcedge
Dw
cleaning

S3203

